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Ellipsometry of Surface Layers on Lead and Lithium

By

Richard Dudley Peters

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California

Berkeley, California, 94720

ABSTRACT

An automatic self-compensating ellipsometer has been used to

study anodic and corrosion films on lead exposed to sulfuric acid and

and lithium to water, Acid concentrations were 1,3, 3,1 and 5 M,

Anodic current densities for lead ranged from 0,01 rnA/cm2 to 1,3 rnA/cm2

and mass transport conditions included free convection and forced con-

vection. Scanning electron micrographs of the resulting surfaces were

also made,

A computer interpretation of ellipsometer measurements assumes

the formation of up to six layers and applies a continuous mass balance,

Seven to nine parameters describing the mechanism and structure of sur-

face layers are derived by multidimensional fitting of the measurements,

A solution mechanism of film formation on lead is indicated by

the dependence of film properties on factors that influence the inter~

facial concentration of reaction products, A colloidal or polymerized

phase of PbS04 suspended in the solution is postulated on the basis of

observed mass balances and interfacial solution refractive indices.

Kinetic parameters describing the corrosion of lead, evaluated from

ellipsometer measurements, are consistent with those reported in the

literature. The lead electrode has now been found to be protected
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from corrosion during an open circuit potential of -.6 V vs Hg/HgS04

(basic sulfate), Cathodic reduction of PbS04 films terminates with the

onset of H2 evolution before complete conversion of the sulfate, Changes

in kinetic parameters of cathodic electrode reactions which result in

preferred H2 evolution are indicated by this observation. The formation

of optically absorbing films has been observed in the reaction of lithium

with water vapor.
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I. Introduction

Surface layers are formed on many metals in electrolytic

environments. Understanding the detailed processes in the growth

of surface layers and the factors that determine electrode behavior

is incomplete. Film formation on two materials of interest in battery

use, lead in sulfuric acid and lithium in water, has been investigated

by ellipsometry. This technique allows in situ observation of film

growth on metal surfaces in any transparent medium. Simulataneous

measurement of current and potential is made and scanning electron

micrographs of surface layers are examined.

Measurements of film growth on lead were taken over a range of

applied current densities (and at open circuit), electrolyte composi~

tion and transport conditions. Electrical and ellipsometer data are

interpreted with a multidimensional data fit analysis (44). This

method allows determination of 7 to 9 characteristic parameters which

describe film structure and the mechanism of film formation. The

analysis assumes up to six surface layers and involves use of a contin~

uous mass balance. Discrete crystals are treated optically as a

homogeneous film. Colloidal or poly~erized particles of anodic product

which are intermediates in the growth of surface layers are thought

to exist during anodization of lead (4), similar to previous findings

with silver (44).

Potential transients which occur after interruption of anodic

current are measured simultaneously with ellipsometer data in the

study of passivation and depassivation of the lead electrode. Reduc~

tion of PbS04 films is also followed by the ellipsometer with
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simultaneous potential measurement. The onset of the H2 evolution and

its effect on reduction of anodic product is examined.

The functioning of batteries using lithium anodes in aqueous

media crucially depends on the presence of surface layers. Corrosion

films on this metal are studied in water vapor since the reaction with

aqueous solutions is too vigorous. Partial pressures of about 2 torr

are used with an inert carrier gas. The thickness and refractive

index of product films and the reaction rate between lithium and water

vapor is evaluated from measured ellipsometer data using the computer

model.

+
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II. Literature Review

Lead

The structural and electrochemical characteristics of PbS0
4

layers

formed by anodic oxidation of lead in H2S0
4

solutions have been studied

by many authors (1,2). The principal methods employed have been gal-

vanostatic control, potential control, impedance measurements, x~ray

diffraction and SEM.

The formation of lead sulfate is thought to proceed in at least

two steps: first, the dissolution of the lead to Pb
2+, and subsequent

combination with S04 anions to give the solid product (3). Using

transient diffusion arguments, Archdale and Harrison have indicated that

Pb
2+ is present during lead electrooxidation (4). Another indication

of this dissolution mechanism is the presence of large PbS0
4

crystals

on the anodized lead surface (5). It is inconceivable that such large

crystals would form via solid state ionic conduction, particularly in

light of the low conductivity of PbS04 (6). A solution mechanism also

explains the relationship between current density and the number density

of crystals deposited on the lead. Oxidation at high current gives a

high density of small crystals, whereas at low current, fewer crystals

are formed, but they are relatively large in size (7). This indicates

that nuclei are being formed from a supersaturated solution of lead

sulfate, the degree of supersaturation increasing with current

density. Kalthoff and vanlt Riet have shown that the rate of nuclei

formation for PbS04 crystals indeed depends on the supersaturation of

2+ .
Pb lons ( 8). Using potentiostatic control, Fleischmann and Thirsk

found that at low current density (less than 0.1 mA/cm2) the initial
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growth i.s cons:i,s,tent with )?I:'Qgress;iye nucleation~ the number density of

nuclei being proportional to time (7),

Apparently lead sulfate grows from a solution mechanism at discrete

centers on the surface. Two types of crystal growth can be imagined.

Plumbous ions and S04 ions may nucleate in the solution forming col~

loidal or polymerized PbS04 which diffuses toward and is incorporated

into large crystals. Also~ it may be possible for the crystal growth

2+ :=
to occur heterogeneously~ that is, Pb and S04 combine on the surface

of existing PbS0
4

crystals and not in solution.

There has been little discussion of these mechanisms in the litera-

ture, probably due to the lack of firm experimental evidence for either

case, Archdale and Harrison anodized lead samples which had been pre-

viously electropolished (thus having a minimum of sites for heterogeneous

nucleation) and concluded that colloidal PbS0
4

formed away from the sur

face, then diffused back and deposited on the surface ( 4). They

postulated a polymerization reaction involving a distribution of parti~

cles containing PbS04 molecules. Using impedance measurements Shaldaev,

et aI, hypothesized that a rapid buildup of lead compounds occurs near the

2+
surface (9). Since the solubility of Pb in H

2
S04 is so low

(~ 2 x lO-5M) it is unlikely that this is due to high Pb 2+ concentration

and it is more likely that this represents suspended PbS04 particles.

Pavlov has derived a relationship describing the distance away from a

porous electrode surface at which precipitation of PbS0
4

could occur

and found qualitative agreement with potential transients observed

during galvanostatic oxidation (10). Weininger applied SEM to cycled lead

negatives, From the appearanee of the deposit he concluded that crystals

+
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grow by solution transport mechanism (11). SEll studies by Chiku and

Nakagima indicate that PbS0
4

deposits preferentially on low index

planes of the Pb substrate (12), It is possible that these planes have

a more favorable surface free energy for the formation of a solid phase

from dissolved ions,

Lyzlov, et aI, have applied ellipsometry to passivated lead sur~

faces in 5 11 H2S0
4

and conclude that optical responses (several degrees

change in polarizer azimuth) resembling thickness decreases are due to

removal of an interfacial phase of soluble Pb(II) compounds (13),

However, it is unlikely that soluble Pb(II) would have a measurable

effect because of its low solubility. The limit of detection of ellips

ometry is for 6C (CuS0
4

) of about .002 M and this corresponds to .02

degree change in polarizer azimuth (14). Ellipsometer measurement of

solution side interfacial refractive index changes are more likely due

to removal of colloidal PbS0
4

than dissociated PbS0
4

,

The low solubility of PbS04 in H2S0
4

solutions leads to the

accumulation of solid material at anodized lead surfaces and subsequent

isolation of the metal from the electrolyte or passivation ( 2). This

term has two meanings in lead acid battery literature. \Vhen used in

conjunction with the sponge lead negative passivation refers to the

blockage of pores in the electrode matrix by PbS0
4

crystals ( 3). The

other context refers to isolation due to adherent coatings of PbS0
4

which occurs on lead grids or planar lead surfaces. The latter meaning

will be discussed here.
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Passivation is observed potentiostatically as a rapid decay in cur~

rent if the electrode is held at potentials more positive than the re~

versible Pb/PbS04 value (15). At constant current passivation is

signaled by an abrupt shift in potential to more positive values (16 ).

Elucidation of the details of passivation has been the subject of

a number of investigations (2. 9, 10, 13, l7~21 ). Galvanostatic tech~

niques lead to the original conclusion that PbS0
4

is the only divalent

compound formed before attainment of the PbOZ/PbS0
4

plateau (10, 22).

More recently, improved potentiostatic methods and high impedence voltage

measurements combined with x~ray diffraction techniques have provided

evidence for divalent compounds other than PbS0
4

( 2). Passivation of

anodized lead has been explained based on the formation of these com

pounds identitied as PbO (tetragonal), PbO'PbS0
4

and PbO'2H
2
0 (23).

According to Pavlov when the spaces between growing PbS04 crystals are

reduced during oxidation the flux of 804 ions to the surface is re

duced due to its larger ionic radius. In order to preserve electro

neutrality the pH of the solution at the Pb-film interface becomes

alkaline and in this environment intermediate divalent species are

stable. Their sudden precipitation results in a continuous dense layer

of lead sulfate crystals connected by PbO containing compounds which

passivate the electrode. Further anodic reaction occurs probably via

02 transport since the metal and solution are no longer directly in

contact (24). Tetragonal PbO and a~Pb02 are formed at high anodic po

tentials and since the PbO is unstable in acid, PbS0
4

continues to be

produced at the outside of the layer (23).

+
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Passivation also occurs on lead at open circuit, Samples

immersed in H
2

S0
4

solutions initially exhibit the reversible Pb/PbS0
4

potential, but as time proceeds the potential moves to more noble

values, These potentials have been observed to remain for hours or

days and indicate the formation of PbO'PbS0
4

(2). Lander (25) found

that the corrosion rate increases linearly with the square of water

activity in solutions of sulfuric acid (corrosion decreases with in~

creasing acid concentration),
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Lithium

Lithium is used as a negative electrode in a high energy density

aqueous LiOH electrolyte battery (Z6). In this cell violent reaction

between water and lithium (E = -Z.95V vs. NHE) is apparently prevented by

a layer of precipitated LiOR about 300V thick which permits ionic dif

fusion but inhibitsHzO diffusion (Z7). Two types of passivation of the

lithium electrode have been characterized. At high current densities

(approximately 100 mA/cmZ) in 4M LiOH solution the rate of film formation

exceeds the dissolution flux from the surface and the electrode becomes

mechanically passivated due to isolation from the electrolyte (Z8). At

lower currents a sudden loss of power is observed at ~Z.67 V VB. NHE (Z7 ).

This transient or temporary passivation is believed to be caused by the

formation of LiZO which blocks pores connecting the metal and solution.

The lithium electrode exhibits two reactions, anodic dissolution

and corrosion with HZO to give HZ gas. Anodic dissolution appears to

be controlled by solution side mass transport of lithium hydroxide

and the corrosion reaction by external current flow (Z9). The kinetics

of the reaction of HZO and lithium has been studied and it is shown

that polarization of the HZ evolution reaction is rate limiting (30).

Film properties have been studied in conjunction with reaction be~

tween lithium and water vapor (31-33 ) and to a smaller extent in

aqueous electrolyte (30). Irvine and Lund found that when lithium is

exposed to HZO vapor of up to 13 torr, initially a thin coherent black

film forms at a constant rate. After several hours of exposure the

outer portions of the film become hydrated to LiOH HZO, and the sublayer

of LiOH remains intact. Conversion of Li to LiOH still occurs suggesting

+
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that the two layers are permeated by cracks and pores.

Littauer has compared H
2
0 vapor formed films and those existing in

LioH electrolyte (30). X-ray analysis of film from aqueous solution

show that outer regions consist of hydrous and anhydrous LiaR. Conduc~

tivity arguments suggest the film is porous. At the base of the pores

adjacent to the metal a thin protective film of LiOH having high conduc~

tivity is thought to exist. Littauer proposes a duplex film model whereby

an outer porous layer permeated with gas or electrolyte permits mass

transport to and from the metal surface. Beneath this layer exists a

thin protective and conducting layer adjacent to the metal. This is

consistent with the results of Hunderi (33) who studied vapor deposited

~8
lithium films oxidized by water vapor at 10 torr. He applied ellips~

o

ometry to lithium hydroxide films up to 30 A thick. Resulting absorption

spectra suggest the layer is doped with metal atoms and electronically

conducting.
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III. Experimental

A. Apparatus

Film growth measurements are conducted using a self~compensating

automatic ellipsometer (34). Fast changes may be continuously moni

tored since deviations from manual analyzer and polarizer settings are

compensated by rotation of the polarized light beam using Faraday cells.

The light signal is sensed by a photodetector mounted on the eyepiece

of the instrument and is minimized by a null seeking loop controlling

analyzer and polarizer Faraday cell magnets. Elliptically polarized

light imposed on the sample surface by suitable polarizer rotation is

transformed to linearly polarized light and nulled by perpendicular

orientation of the analyzer axis. Relative phase 6 and relative ampli

tude tan Ware derived from polarizer and analyzer azimuths respectively.

Light at 546.1 nm is reflected from the sample at an angle of incidence

of 75 degrees.

Experiments were performed in an acrylic flow channel having an

entrance region of 57 hydraulic diameters, sufficient for stable laminar

flow. This cell is fitted with ports which accommodate optical windows,

the working electrode holder and counter and reference electrodes

+

(Figure 1), The reference electrode port consists of a hole .025 inches

in diameter located irmnediate1y upstream from the working electrode.

Stainless steel was used as a counter electrode current collector for

alkaline electrolytes and platinum for acid electrolytes. The flow

channel is securely bolted to an adjustable mount which permits align~

ment between the specimen (working electrode) and optical components

(Figure 2).
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Cell for forced convection experiments.

A. body of flow channel (acrylic resin)

B. observed electrode

C. cylindrical electrode holder

D. electrical connection for observed electrode

E. sealing nut for electrode body (polypropylene)

F. washer (Teflon)

G. a~ring for electrode body (silicone rubber)

H. holder for electrode body (polypropylene)

I. screws to attach observed electrode with holder to flow channel

J. a-ring seal for electrode holder

K. counter electrode

+ L. sealing material for rectangular counter electrode in round
round cavity (epoxy resin)

M. stem for counter~electrode (stainless, silver~soldered)

N. a-ring seal for counter electrode

a. acorn nut with electrical connection for counter
electrode (stainless)

P. electrical connection for counter-electrode

Q. cell window (plate glass, 0.25 in. thick, 0.7 in. dia.)

R. a~ring for cell window

S. pressure sleeve for cell window (PVC)

T. sealing nut for cell window (brass)

U. sealing nut for electrical connection feed~through

V. a-ring seal
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a

b

c

Figure 3. a)

b)
c)

Electrode holder (epoxy) with connecting shaft and
mounted electrode. XBB 789~125l1

Top view of holder with inserted electrode XBB 789-12513
Steel die (left) and pressing support (right) for pressing
lead specimen (center) which is mounted on stainless steel
backplate attached to threaded stem. Backplate stem and
sides of specimen are insulated with G.E. insulating
lacquer. XBB 789-12511

XBB 7810-13404
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Optically prepared samples are mounted in a cylindrical electrode

holder machined from oven~cured epoxy (Figure 3a, b), The electrode hol~

ders have an adjustable shaft which allows for positioning of the sam~

pIe flush with the top surface of the holder. This is necessary in order

to minimize hydrodynamic disturbances during convective flow.

Electrolyte is circulated means of a plumblng network constructed

+

from polypropylene pipe and tubing (l/Zll i.d.) with polypropylene and

polyvinyl chloride valves and fittings (Figure 4). The electrolyte

reservoir is a sealed container except for small openings for input

and output of nitrogen. In experiments with lithium, fluid was

directed either to the cell or to a standby section using remotely actuated

*solenoid valves. A pump with magnetic drive (Gorman Rupp) was used so

that only plastic parts contacted the fluid. An ultrasonic flowneter

(Controlatron Series Z40) measures the electrolyte volume flow rate.

The corrosion reaction between lithium and water vapor was also

performed in the electrolyte flow cell at atmospheric pressure and at

2loe. Argon carrier gas was saturated with water vapor using two con~

tacting stages and then diluted with a second stream of argon to control

H
2
0 partial pressure (Figure 5). Water vapor pressure is calculated

using the following expression

°
[ I ]

G
2

is the volume flow rate of the argon dilution stream, G
I

is the flow

°
rate of the HZO saturated argon stream and PH 0 is the saturation partial

2

*Kynar coated brass body
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vapor corrosion studies,
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pressure of water in aix Vlssumed the same for argon) at 21°C,

The electrochemical power supply was a Fluke current/voltage cali~

brator (Model II 382A ) which provided constant current with an accuracy

of + .1%. The electrochemical cell circuit was equipped with a polar~

ity reversed switch. a dummy load resistor for standby operation and a

shunt resistor for monitoring current changes. An oscillographic strip

chart recorder (Visicorder. Model II 1108) simultaneously displays

the following parameters: rotation of analyzer and polarizer azimuths

(deg), cell current (rnA). electrode potential (volts). and electrolyte

flow rate (gal. per min,). Working electrode potential is measured

using a high impedance (109 ohm) preamplifier in a recorder channel.

A, Sample Preparation

Lithium

High purity rolled lithium sheet (1/8" thick x 5 1/2" wide) was

supplied by Foote Mineral Company (Exton. PA). Due to its labile nature

the metal was handled in an argon filled glove box built in this labora

tory. Sections ,787" x .787" (electrode area 4 cm2) were cut using a

scalpel and a specially designed cutting jig, The samples were then

mounted using conducting silver epoxy onto a stainless steel backplate

(,75" x .75") fitted with a threaded shaft. Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)

was used to chemically polish lithium. This solvent was found to dis

solve the metal at a sufficient rate without excessive pitting. Mounted

samples were placed in the electrode holder and gently rubbed against

microcloth which was continuously wetted with MEK. This was followed

by abrasive treatment with fine mesh nylon cloth (Industrial Fabrics
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Corporation • Monodur 1f33) which was also soaked with MEL Futher re~

action between MEK and lithium is prevented by washing the sample

thoroughly with reagent grade hexane. The resulting surface is smooth

and diffusely reflectant and it is possible to obtain ellipsometer mea

surements from the Li in this condition,

Lead samples of 99,999% purity were provided by l~aerican Smelting

and Refining Co. in liZ" diameter rods. These were rolled to.1/8" thick

ness and mounted on a stainless steel back plate (.6" x 1,0") using

indium alloy solder (Indaloy HZ), The samples were etched in one part

nitric acid, one part 30% HZO
Z

and three parts water to remove air~

formed oxides and then polished by abrasive treatment on common paper

towels with acetone as a lubricant. This was followed by thorough rins~

ing with reagent grade methanol. Finally they were pressed against a

highly polished hardened steel die (Figure 3c) in a mold which matched

final electrode dimensions, .6" x 1,0". This results in a mirror~like

reflecting surface, the appearance of which depends on the pressure applied.

Best results are obtained when lead samples are pressed for 15~20 seconds

at IZ~14,OOO psi. Lower pressures result in a surface with streaks re~

maining from abrasive treatment and higher pressures cause excessive

rippling due to cold flow of the lead. All pressing was performed at

room temperature.

C. Procedure

Anodic film growth experiments were performed at constant current

which allows control of the metal dissolution rate. Most experimental
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data were taken in flowing electrolyte of constant velocity. Therefore,

steady state transport equations are appropriate. Free convection ex-

periments were performed without electrolyte circulation on the verti-

cally oriented electrodes, Experiments were performed at room temperature,

Lithium

Polished lithium samples were transferred from the glove box to

the flow cell in an argon filled container and then optically aligned.

The cell was previously dried with a heated (60°C) N2 stream and then

flushed with argon, Such procedures are necessary in order to prevent

air and water vapor from oxidizing the sample during optical alignment,

Anodic current is started when flowing electrolyte makes contact with the

lithium electrode (anode) and the stainless steel counter electrode. This

completes the circuit between the electrolytic cell and the ga1vanostat

which was previously set in a standby mode, This technique is necessary

since it is desirable to minimize the time at which lithium is exposed to

solution at open circuit, Anodic film growth may now be monitored by the

ellipsometer provided there is sufficient reflected light intensity,

Experiments were performed in aqueous electrolytes with the follow-

ing compositions: 4,7 M LiOR, 10 M KOR, 13,6 KOR and 13,6 M KOH with

0.6 M LiOR. Table T shows the various current densities and Reynolds

numbers used for these solutions and Table II gives their physical

properties, Reynolds number is calculated using the average velocity,

< v>, obtained from measured volume flow rate and channel cross sectional

+

area according to

Re
4~p < v>

'" -----
]J
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Experimental conditions for Anodic
film Growth on Lithium

4,7 M LiaH

Applied Current Reynolds
mA/cm2 number

000 2000

25 2000

40 3200

40~'~ 1400

88 2000

10 M KOH

40 1700

+
40~~ 1700

13,6 M KOH

2,6 1000

19 1000

19* 1000

40~~ 1000

13,6 M KOH
with 0,6 M LiOR

0,0 1000

13,5 1000

120* 1000

120 1000

250 250

* Initial Film Used,



TABLE II Properties of Electrolyte Solutions Used, 25° C.

Aqueous solution Density* Viscosi ty:l< Refractive
Composition g/cm3 sec Index )

4.7 M LiOH 1.20 0.016 1.35
studies

10 M KOH 1.37 0.038 1.38

13.6 KOH, 1.42 0.042 1.40
13.6 M KOH with 0.6M LiOH

Lead 103M 1.080 .0128 1.350
studies

N

3.1 M H2SO4 1.185 .0179 1.365 N

5.0 M H2SO4 1.290 .0287 1.380

* Alkaline solution viscosity and density ,data obtained from Ref. 34,

data obtained from Ref. 35.

+
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~ is the hydraulic radius (35) of the channel (cross sectional area

divided by the wetted perimeter, 0.66 cm), p is solution density and ~

is solution viscosity. For 10 M KOH, Re = 48 I < v > where < >

+

is in em/sec. In some experiments (indicated by * in Table I) and initial

protective film of LiOH is formed by exposure of the lithium sample to

water vapor.

Lead

Smooth reflecting lead specimens were mounted and optically aligned

in the empty flow channel. A two~zone measurement (38) of A and P was

then performed. After initiation of electrolyte flow cathodic current

was immediately started and maintained for several minutes at 0.5 to

Z1 rnA/cm, This procedure reduced air-formed oxidation products and in-

hibited corrosion of the electrode in the acid solution during final

alignment. The presence of electrolyte in the cell necessitates minor

adjustment in order to maintain the angle of incidence exactly 75°,

Automatic ellipsometer measurements started during this cathodizing

period. Anodic film growth was conducted at current densities from

,010 rnA/cmZ to 1,3 rnA/cmZ and began when polarity on the electrochemical

cell was reversed, Open circuit corrosion measurements began when the

cathodic protecting current was interrupted,

Sulfuric acid solutions were used having concentrations of 1,3, 3,1

and 5 M (see Table II). Solutions were prepared from analytical grade

acid and distilled water and were deoxygenated with a presaturated stream

of HZ (200~400 ml/min) for several days before use, A fritted glass

tube (Z.5 em x 1.3 em) was used for gas dispersion in the electrolyte.
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Electrode potentials were measured against an Hg/Hg
Z

S0
4

reference half

cell (-.,958 V vs Pb/PbS04 at + .. 60Z vs NHE). Experiments were ended

when nulling orientations of the analyzer and polarizer could no longer

be found, This is due to features on the surface (crystals and spaces

bet,>Jeen them) having dimensions near the wavelength of light (about

liZ fJ).

Do Errors in Neasurement

Imperfections in the optical components of the ellipsometer intro~

duce errors in the measurement of polarization from the sample surface,

This leads to variations in the values of ~ and 6 obtained from four

different zones (38). These zones are represented by rotations of

components* 90 or 180 degrees with respect to each other and ideally re~

+
suIt in the same values of ~ and 6, The imperfections in the ellipsometer

in this laboratory have been characterized (39) so that measurements ob-

tained in a single zone during the course of an experiment can be

corrected,

The program DCONPAR is used to produce corrected values of ~ and 6,

The average of initial two or four zone measurements, characteristic

parameters describing components in the path of the light beam, and

measured values of analyzer and polarizer azimuths (from a single zone)

are used as input to the program, Two zone measurements are usually
,[.

sufficient and are taken in air' since lead is quite stable in this en-

vironment. Two zone measurements on lithium are taken in argon,

'Ie
Analyzer, polarizer and quarter wave plate

J.

lAir (n = 1.00) measurements are corrected to electrolyte (n

measurements using Eqs, [18~Zl].

1,36)
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Surface changes occur relatively fast in electrolyte (roughness and

corrosion), even with cathodic protection, and this will reduce accuracy

of the average.

Sources of error in the measurement of wand 6 are substitution of

two zone measurements in air for measurements in the electrolyte inci~

dent medium (even though they are adjusted), experimental errors in the

measurement of optical parameters used by DCOt~AR and noise in the

recorded signal. Experimental error in the measurement of surface films

on lead is taken to be about 1 degree for wand 6. Larger experimental

error is allowed for lithium because of poor reflection even after the

polishing treatment. Error in this case is taken to be up to 5 degrees.
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IV. Models Characterizing Film Growth

A. Lead

Introduction

Scanning electron micrographs indicate that PbS0
4

is anodically

deposited on lead at low current densities in two types of structures

(Figure 6 a,b). In general, large crystals of PbS0
4

are visible on the
o

surface ranging in size from 500 to 5000 A. Between these crystals

there appears to be a layer of smaller crystals closely adhering to the

lead substrate. This situation is similar to anodic film formation on

other metals where sublayers and large crystals have been character~

ized (44). After anodization at high currents the surface appears to

be completely covered with small sulfate crystals (Figure 6c, d). These

figures are discussed further in Section V-A.

Smith has developed a general model which incorporates these

structures and has applied it to the interpretation of ellipsometer data

obtained from anodically formed films on Ag, Cd and Zn. The same model

with simplifications is used here to analyze ellipsometer data from oxi-

dized lead surfaces. The model is implemented with an automated computer

program which evaluates characteristic parameters (44). The following

sections (1 ~5 ) were primarily abstracted from Chapter IV of the Ph.D.

dissertation of C. G. Smith. Relevant aspects of film growth on lead

and a discussion of free convection have been added.

1. The Surface Structure

Figure 7 is a schematic of the general model showing layers avail~

able for the interpretation of film growth data. There are six layers

in all: A roughness layer, the Type II sub1ayer, the Type I sublayer,

+



Figllre 6. Scanning electron micrographs of anodized lead:

c; o. s. M

XBB

b; O.

d; o. "( s 5 M
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secondary crystals, a solution product layer (referred to as the Type I

hydrate in the previous work), and the mass transport boundary layer

(MTBL). Tye Type I and secondary crystals are the most important fea-

tures of the interpretation. The Type I layer is thought to form via

homogeneous nucleation and subsequent precipitation while the secondary

crystals form via heterogeneous nucleation directly onto the growing

sites, As previously cited in the literature, there is some evidence

for both film growth mechanisms, The Type II film is modelled to be a
o

compact film usually less than 50 A thick, The roughness layer des-

cribes substrate roughening due to preferential metal dissolution sites,

Since it is necessary to use polycrystalline lead samples, the roughen-

ing rate can be quite significant. A solution product layer (SPL)

accounts for lead compounds which may be colloidally suspended in solu-

tion. As already mentioned, several investigators have indicated the

possibility of material accumulating in solution away from the electrode

surface,

The sequence of film formation begins with dissolution of lead and

rapid formation of the Type II film. Not all current is used for film

formation as it is possible for Pb++ to diffuse away ionically or in

the form of colloidal particles as PbS0
4

, The Type II film reaches a

limiting thickness and the Type I film and secondary crystals begin

forming and continue to grow. Descriptions of symbols used in this

chapter and in following chapters are shown in Tables III, IV and IV-a,

2. Fluxes Between Layers, Kinetics

Growth rates of solid PbS0
4

are limited by mass transport of

soluble species to growth sites or by incorporation of ad-atoms into
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growing crystals. Crystallization kinetics, however, are not understood

quantitatively. Formation rates of electrode structures are, therefore,

simplified assuming constant ad-atom concentrations and include flux

densities which are evaluated by the computational procedure.

The Type II film grows at a constant rate, i IIF , while secondary

crystals grow proportional to their surface area i sc (=:iCRYSAsc[t]);

i
rIF

and i
CRYS

are evaluated parameters. The number density of secon

dary crystals per unit area is established at t =: O.

Ionic anodic products enter the MTBL at a flux corresponding to

the following current density,

2FD(C - Cb)ss [ 2 ]

+

where C is the interfacial concentration of Pb++ and o(t) is the MTBL
ss

thickness; C is an evaluated parameter.ss The boundary layer thickness

is calculated using steady state equations for convective flow and tran-

sient equations for free convection. Flux entering the SPL is the

balance of current remaining after secondary crystal growth and the dis-

solution flux is accounted for,

i
SPL

i
[ 3 ]

Materials in the SPL are intermediates in the formation of the Type I

film. The Type I entering flux is a fraction, f
R

, of SPL flux and is

independent of the SEL composition (zero order kinetics), Any fraction

of total current can produce roughness, i RUFF '" f RUFF ' iT'
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3. Formation of Layers

Under convective flow and at constant current the boundary layer

has a thickness defined by

I 4 ]

where dh is the hydraulic diameter and Nu is the Nusselt number, For

the cell geometry used, the following correlation was applied

Nu 1,4 (ReSc dh )1/3
x

Re < 3000 [ 5]

+

where Re is the Reynolds number, Sc the Schmidt number and x the dis~

tance away from the leading edge of the electrode.

During free convection, the boundary layer thickness initially

changes with time, The major contributor in generating solution density

changes at the electrode surface is assumed to be depletion of H2S0
4

since the solubility of lead is so low. Steady state free convection is

not reached before 300 to 3000 sec (experiments last 200 to 300 sec) for

H
2

S0
4

concentrations and current densities used. Interfacial acid con~

centration is thus approximated using the Sand equation (40) for the

entire experiment.

C
o

2i rt
Cb nF ..; DTf [ 6
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The Grashof number is calculated by linearizing tabulated data for

density over a short concentration range of interest and applying the

foHowing correlation (41)

Gr= [ 7 ]

where

a CH SO + b
2 4 [ 8 ]

The appropriate Nusselt correlation is (41)
+

Nu .66 (Sc Gr)1/4 [ 9 ]

and obI is calculated using Eq, [ 4 ].

After initiation of current an induction period elapses before the

Type II film begins. During this time the steady state interfacial

concentration, C ,is achieved, The duration of this period, t • isss ss

calculated using a series solution by Rosebrugh and Miller (42) for convec~

tion flow and the Sand equation for free convection.

t ss
[

ZFD(C-Cb)ss

]

2

• free convection [11 ]
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The Type II film grows between t ss and t NUC ' At t NUC ' the Type I

film and secondary crystals begin, Material enters the SPL starting at

t ~ 0, Surface roughening also begins at t ~ 0; however, there is pro~

vision for an initial roughness layer. Its growth continues indefinitely

independent of the other layers. Table III shows the times or time

periods and appropriate fluxes for all of the layers used,

4. Optical Treatment

a. Ellipsometry Theory

Linearly polarized light is characterized by a single vector oscil~

lating in a plane parallel to the propagation direction. Elliptically

polarized light is a more general case and is described by two ortho~

gonal oscillating vectors which are out of phase and have different

amplitudes. Ellipsometry measures the change in phase difference 6 and

change in relative amplitude, tan ~ created between incident and reflec-

ted light from reflecting surfaces. The parameters ~ and 6 are sensitive

to incident and substrate refractive indices, If thin optically trans~

parent films are present, then ellipsometry is also sensitive to their

thickness and refractive index, Reflection coefficients rand r per~
p s

pendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence are used to relate

incident medium and surface optical properties to ~ and 6,

i6
tan ~ e [ 18 ]

These can be calculated for clean and film-covered surfaces. For clean
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Assignment of Fluxes

Flux Time or Time Period

Roughness

MTBL
(before C is reached)ss

[12] t > 0

o < t < t
ss

MTBL
(after film formation)

Type II Film

Solution product layer

Secondary Crystals
(initialization of size)

i D (see Eq. ]) t ;;;. t
ss

t ,;;;; t ,;;;; t NUCss

[ 13]
t ,;;;; t ,;;;; t NUCss

..:: +:f: +
[ 14] t NUC

,;;;; t "" t NUC

Secondary Crystals i '" i CRYS A [ 15] t > t NUCsc sc

Solution product layer i SPL'" i - i - i [ 16] t > t
NUCT sc D

Type I Film i IF f R i SPL [ 17] t > t NUC

* iT is total current

:f: +
t

NUC
is first experimental time after t

NUC
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surfaces'

r
p

tan (cPo ~ cPm)

tan (cPo ~ cPm)
[19 ]

r
s

sin (cPo

sin (,h"'0
[20 ]

where cPo is the angle of incidence and ,h is the angle of refraction
"'m

+

which may be complex, The angle of refraction is determined from Snell's

law:

n sin,h
o '" 0

n sin,h
m "'m

[21 ]

nand n refer to incident medium and substrate refractive indices,
o m

If the substrate is a metal then nm can be a complex quantity and is

defined as

n
m

n ~ ik [22 ]

Reflection from surfaces covered with an isotropic homogeneous

film is described by overall reflection coefficients which depend on

reflection coefficients r l and r
2

from two interfaces and the phase

delay D of light through the film,
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-iD
r 1 + r

Z
e

r p p
[ 23]

P ~iD

I + rIp r
Zp

e

r
s

D
4nr 1 nF cos cPF

o

[ 24]

[ 25]

Ao is the wavelength of light in vacuum, 1 the film thickness, n
F

the

film refractive index and cP
F

the angle of refraction in the film, The

reflection coefficients r ls ' rIp and r Zs ' r Zp are evaluated for the upper

and lower interfaces ( incident medium-film interface and film-substrate

interface, respectively),

Evaluation of reflection coefficients for the case of multiple

films is more complicated,(l4). First r is ' rIp and r Zs ' r 2p are evaluated

for the substrate and film A interface and are labeled with super-

script I (Figure 8). Equations [ 23 - 25 ] are then used to calculate

the first overall coefficients, r I, r I, which are set equal to bottom
s p

+

ff ' , II IIcoe_ lClents r
Zs

,r
Zp
II

in this sequence, r ls

in the next sequence. The upper coefficients

II
rIp are evaluated from the boundary between

Film C and Film B. The procedure is repeated until the top film is

reached and the final overall coefficients are obtained.

b. Optical Model

The structural layers of the surface are treated optically as

multiple films on a substrate (Figure 8 ). The thickness of the
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layers is calculated from the volume Q£material in each layer per unit

superficial electrode area. Volumes are derived from Faraday's law

(converting current flux to mole flux), molar volume, and porosities.

The iteration procedure previously described for multiple films is used

to calculate theoretical values for ~ and 6.

The presence of a MTBL can have an effect on the parameters ~ and

6 (14). Refractive index variations caused by concentration gradients

in the layer alter the effective angle of incidence on the electrode

surface. Concentration variations are due to the enrichment of dis~

solving PbS04 and the depletion of H2S0
4

• As previously mentioned, the

low solubility of PbS04 prevents it from affecting optical measurements

in the boundary layer. At experimentally applied current densities, the

change in H2S04 concentration is also smalL This is evident when

C ~ C is calculated using Eq. [2] for representative experimental con~b 0

2
ditions (i = 1 rnA/cm , Cb = 3 M H2S04, Re = 500, one obtains a difference

of .006 M). This shift is not below the limits of detection of our

instrument under ideal conditions; however, it corresponds to azimuth

changes ~\Thich are well below experimental error (See Section III-D).

Ionic species in the MTBL, therefore, have negligible optical effect for

experiments performed on lead.

The SPL (Film 5) is treated as an inhomogeneous layer with con~

tinuously varying refractive index which extends into the MTBL. No

reflection occurs at the boundary between the MTBL and the SPL. The

ellipsometer parameters are not sensitive to the SPL thickness; its

optical effect is only to change the angle of incidence on layers below.

The porosity of this layer E decreases linearly with time from tN"UCSPL

to t DIFF corresponding to a transient buildup of material. Its refrac-

"+
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tive index is calculated from

126 ]

which represents a volume average of component refractive indices.

Secondary crystals are modelled as cubes. They are combined with

the SPL (Film 4) to give an effective film refractive index.

C n + (1
sc sc

[27 ]

The optical coverage, C , of secondary crystals is based on the actual
sc

coverage when viewed along the propagation direction of incident light,

Actual coverage is calculated from the number of nucleation sites for

secondary crystals and their dimensions. Their refractive index is de~

termined from a volume average of PbS04 and water (the original model

assumes hydration water) as in Eq. [26]. The thickness of Film 4 is

T (length of an edge of a crystal) minus the thickness of the Type Isc

film. Treatment of secondary crystals as a homogeneous, isotropic film

is rigorous only when T is small compared to the wavelength of lightsc
o 0

(5461 A). Their dimensions often exceed 1000 A as evident from SEM

(Figure 6 ) rendering this treatment an approximation. Regrettably,

there is no adequate theory for the reflection of light from a surface

covered with large distinct crystals.

The Type I film and secondary crystals are combined in the next

layer (Film 3) to form an effective refractive index as in Eq. [27 ]

above. The porosity of the Type I film ElF is calculated according to

E
IF [ 28 ]
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This represents the average porosity of; the film assuming a parabolic

decrease from the top of the film to the bottom. Refractive index of

the Type I component is calculated as follows;

( 29]

The porosity of the Type I phase can decrease linearly with time from

t
NUC

to t
DISS

' Ellipsometry of lead anodized in H2S04 by Lyzlov has

suggested the possibility of PbS04 deposits becoming more compact with

time ( 13 ),

Since polycrystalline Pb samples are used, uniform growth of

layers on the surface would not be expected. In addition. nucleation of

crystals (either in the Type I film or secondary crystals) may occur

over a period of time instead of instantaneously,

SEM photographs show regions on the surface of enhanced film

growth and regions where little or no film formation has yet occurred,

These variations are modelled as time dependent coverages of patches con~

+

taining the secondary crystals and the Type I film, In regions not

covered by these structures. reflection occurs only from Film 2 (Type II).

Film 1 (roughness) or the bare substrate, The fraction of coverage of

the secondary crystal and Type I patches increases parabolically from

t NUC (coverage = COV II) until t DISS (complete coverage), Before t
DISS

the parameter N represents the number of secondary crystals per unit
o

area of patches; after t DISS it represents the density per unit elec

trode area.

The refractive index of the Type II film (Film 2) is COmPlfted by

volume averaging npbS04 and nsoln as in Eq. [26 1. The porosity decreases
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linearly with time from t ~ ° to t ~ t NUC '

The roughness layer (Film 1) is treated as a mixture of metal and

PbS04 , Effective refractive index is based on the theory of Garnett

( 47 ) which states that the polarizability of a mixture is the volume

average of pure component polarizabilities, TI .• Refractive index and
l

TI are related as follows:
i

TI.
l

2n. ~ 1
l

n. + 2
l

[ 30]

+

where n. is complex for the metal component (see Eq. [22]). The following
l

expression is used to calculate effective polarizability and hence

effective refractive index from Eq. [ 30],

TI
e + (1 ~ E )TI

PbS04 substrate
[ 31]

where EpbS04 is the volume fraction of PbS04 (porosity) in the roughness

layer. If components are dielectric (real refractive index, k ~ 0). then

a simple volume average of refractive indices (as in Eq. [26], [19] is

sufficient.

The substrate refractive index is either read from input cards or

is calculated from the experimental values for 1jJ and [;, at t ~ ° using

Eqs, [18 ~21] , Since at t ~ 0, the lead is covered with small amounts

of PbS0
4

and has slightly roughened, the latter method evaluates an

effective substrate refractive index. In practice this has been found

to be more useful.
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5. Computational Procedure

Experimental data are interpreted with a sequence of subroutines

developed by Smith which are combined with a minimizati.on program

(43) which evaluates characteristic parameters describing the model.

Subroutines calculate ljJ and 1':0 based on input variable parameters,

known physical constants and experimentally controlled variables,

Those parameters which are relevant to modelling anodic growth on

lead are presented in Table IV; there are 37 parameters in all, The

program MINUIT systematically changes these quantities until the error

between calculated and experimental optical measurements can no longer

be reduced, Generally 7 ~ 9 parameters are evaluated in a computa~

tion; the remaining parameters are fixed, thus becoming input

constants,
+
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Parameters Used For Modelling

+

Parameter
as in

CNO

VCRYS

VCRYS2

POREFO

TNUC

TDISS

DSSAT

TDIFF

POREF2

RATF

HYDR

FRJFF

POREO

TMO

FPACK

TNFIA

CaVIl

CURRO

POREI

Symbol
in Text

N
o

E Fa
t NUC

Dss

E
sc

E
IlF

Description

Number density of secondary crystals

Crystallization rate of secondary
crystals

Current to the Type II film

Porosity of the Type I film, time dependent

Time, onset of secondary crystals and
Type I film

Time, describing growth of patches
and film compaction

Supersaturation of metal cations

Time, minimum porosity of SPL

Porosity of SPL

Fraction of current to Type I film

Porosity of secondary crystals

Rate of void formation in roughness
layer

Porosity of roughness layer

Initial thickness of roughness layer

Final porosity of Type I film

Mole fraction of metal in patches

Initial coverage of patches

Applied current density

Porosity of Type II film
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Additional Symbols

c
sc

c
o

D

Gr

g

i

k

L

M

m

MTBL

n

Nu

Re

Sc

t
ss

optical coverage of secondary crystals

interfacial concentration

bulk concentration

supersaturation concentration

~5 2
ionic diffusion coefficient, assumed 10 cm /sec

hydraulic diameter, twice ~

Faradays number, 96,500 coul/equivalent

Grasshof number for free convection

gravitational constant

current density rnA/cm2

absorption coefficient for complex refractive index

length of electrode

concentration unit, moles/liter

molecular weight, grams per mole

mass transport boundary layer

real part of refractive index

Nusselt number

Reynolds number

hydraulic radius

Schmidt number

transference number for cations

time before solid film formation

MTBL thickness

relative phase change between incident and
reflected light
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TABLE IV~a (Continued)

porosity of Type I film as in Eqo [28]

density

+

'TT.
l

polarizability of compound i

arc tangent of relative amplitude change
between incident and reflected light
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B, Lithium

The computer model described in the previous section has been

applied to ellipsometer data taken from film formation on a lithium

surface corroding in water vapor, Since there is no transport of film

material through the gas phase, the dissolution flux and formation of

a solubilized product layer does not apply, The model assumes Type I

film regions are mixed with lithium metal representing non~stoichiometry

of the deposit, The corrosion rate is an evaluated parameter as in

the case of open circuit corrosion on lead,

+
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V. Results

A. Lead

1, Characterization of Surface Layers

S~anning Electron Micrographs

Figure 6c shows the lead electrode surface magnified about 5000X

after anodization at 0,388 mA for 56 sec, Crystals are between 1000
o

and 3000 A in size and cover roughly 30~40% of the surface, Using

3Faraday's law and the value for molar volume of PbS0
4

(48,87 em /mole),

the rate of thickness increase per mA/cm2 of applied current is
o 0

25,3 A/sec, Approximately 600 A of continuous PbS04 film would be

formed under the conditions specified in Figure 6c, From the sizes and

coverage of large crystals the major portion of applied current appar-

ently goes into their formation, Only a small amount of anodic product

is expected to be deposited in spaces between these crystals,

Figures 6 a, band d show SEM photographs of the surface at other cur~

rent densities, The sizes of crystals tend to decrease and their
o

number densi increases as current density increases (5-10,000 A large

and 10~15% coverage at 0,052 mA/cm
2

in 6a; 500~1000 ~ large and 50~80%

coverage at 0,52 mA/cm
2

in 6d), Apparent porosity of the surface layer

is lower at the higher current densities since voids between crystals

are reduced,

The optical parameters obtained from film growth, relative phase

'*~ (degrees). and relative amplitude ~ (degrees), are generally plotted

*~ actually represents the arc tangent of the relative amplitude,

tan~ I:pl
s

where r ,r are generally complex,
p s
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against each other, Each point along the curve represents a different

film thickness or film refractive index (if film properties change with

time). Dielectric homogeneous films with constant refractive index give

cyclic curves as in Figure 9 which shows calculated 1/J vs /:" for various

values of n
film

on lead substrate. It is apparent that optical measure

ments are more sensitive as the refractive index difference between the

incident medium (n = 1,365) and film increases, In practice different
o

effective film refractive indices are encountered when solid PbS0
4

(n = 1,88) forms a porous deposit with the electrolyte (n = 1,3 - 1.4)

filling in void spaces in the film, Porosities (E) can be assigned to

the refractive index values in Figure 9 using Eq, [26] (replace SPL with

H2S0
4

solution), As previously mentioned, higher current densities give

higher supersaturation of lead ions and thus more sites for the nucleation

of crystals. Figures 10 and 11 show plots of 1/J and /:" for films grown at

different applied current density, and at open circuit, When compared

to Figure 9 it appears that higher current densities result in films which

are more compact (less apparent porosity) consistent with the idea of a

higher population of crystals. Acid concentration has a similar effect on

+

ellipsometer measurements as shown in Figures 12 and 13 Since the

solubility of PbS04 decreases with increasing 804 concentration higher

supersaturation is expected at the higher acid concentration. The ef-

fect is much more pronounced at the higher current density. Electrolyte

flow condition does not influence measurements of 1/J and /:" as markedly

as current density and acid concentration.
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n=1.88 E;=O

40. 90.
Relative

140.
Phase,

190.
deg

240, 290,

XBL 789-11157

Figure 9. Computed \)J ~ ~ curves for homogeneous isotropic dielectric
films. Film properties do not change with thickness.
Various refractive indices Cn) are obtained by volume
averaging PbSO4 refrac tive index Cn "" L 88) with 3.1 M
sulfuric acid solution refractive index Cn "" 1.365)
as in Eqns (26] and (29], Porosities CE) represent
volume fraction of solution, Garnett theory (Eqns.
[30], [31]) and volume averaging refractive index give
nearly identical results if components ar~ dielectric,
Thickness increment between points is 50 A,
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Figure 10. Effect of current density on ellipsometer measure~

ments ~ and 6, 3.1 M, H2S04 ,
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Figure 11. Effect of current density on ellipsometer measure~

ments ~ and 6, 1.3 M H2S04 ,
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Shapes of ~ ~ 6 Plots

When calculated values of ~ and 6 for single films of constant

homogeneous refractive index are compared with experimentally measured

values, there are discrepancies in shapes as seen when Figure 9 is

compared with Figures 10~13. This is due to effective film refractive

index variations as the layers grow.

Refractive index varies with porosity which is expected to change

since growing crystals fill in voids making the surface layers more com~

pact with time. Initial decreases in porosity (with little increase in

thickness) result in large rises in ~ while changes in 6 are relatively

small. This is evident from Figure 9 if points of constant thickness

are connected and is illustrated experimentally in Figure 13 (5 M data).

The structure on the surface can be modelled optically as multiple +

films as discussed in Section IV Transient growth of different por~

tions of this structure may cause peculiarities in the shape of ~ vs 6
,

plots. The data in Figure 11 for 1.3 M acid show an inflection in the

shape of the curves at 6 near 90 or 100 degrees, the effect becoming

more pronounced as current density decreases. This could be explained

as large (secondary crystals) increasing in size at this stage of the

experiment. From Figure 9 values for 6 begin to decrease for films
o

where n > 1.7 at thicknesses of around 1500 A and,according to SEM

photographs, secondary crystals easily reach this dimension. The rever~

sal in direction after this discontinuity to larger values of 6 may be

due to growth of a sublayer (Type I film) not thick enough to cause 6

to decrease while secondary crystal growth is arrested,
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Reproducibility:

Experiments performed using the same conditions of current densi~

ty, acid concentration and electrolyte flow are not a1,vays reproducible

as shown in Figure 14, Surface preparation may largely account for

this. Roughness and strain induced from the abrasive treatment and

pressing cannot be precisely controlled, thus variations in initial

surface condition exist from sample to sample.

Values for ~ and ~ at the start of anodization show significant

variation from one experiment to the next. Ideally, starting points

represent clean planar lead; however, certain amounts of roughness and

film growth are inevitable from prior handling and from corrosion re~

suIting in initial sample variations. As already mentioned, sample

preparation leaves the surface roughened. Exposure to the atmosphere

causes slight oxidation of the sample (19). I-Jhen contacted with the

electrolyte, divalent lead is probably converted to deposits of lead sulfate.

Corrosion of the sample in the electrolyte also occurs resulting in

additional film growth and perhaps more surface roughening. The cath~

odic treatment which precedes anodic current reduces at least some of

the sulfate formed on the surface as shown in Figure 15 Values for

~ and ~ move toward the lower right during the first cycle (cathodic)
()

indicating the removal of approximately 50 A of PbS0
4

(from single con~

stant refractive index film calculations) in 105 sec. At this time the

cathodic current was stopped and the optical parameters remained fixed

for about 10 s until anodic current began at t = 115 s. Measured para-
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Figure 15, Ellipsometer measurements taken during cathodic (0 to
105 sec) and anodic (105 to 140 s) applied current,
Cathodic treatment precedes film growth experiments on
the lead electrode. Filled in circles are ~. 6 pairs
which correspond to bare lead optical constants
measured by different investigators.
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meters then moved back in roughly the same direction at a much 0igher

rate, The cathodic curve is not exactly reproduced in the reversed

anodic curve since the morphology of deposits formed by the t"\vO

processes is different, This figure also indicates values of wand 6

calculated from literature values of the optical constants of lead

(see Table V) using Eqs, [18] to [21], Literature discrepancies

are due to surface roughness and surface layers, Initial wand 6 values

in this work compare reasonably well with the literature values.

The cathodic current treatment was found to improve reproducibility

since initial deposits of PbS0
4

affect the subsequent nucleation of

anodic product. 2Cathodic pretreatment at ,517 rnA/cm for periods of

longer than about 5 min. was found to be undesirable, resulting in very

non-reproducible optical data. This may be due to the adsorption of

impurities in the system.

+
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Literature Values for Lead Refractive Index

Refractive Index Ellipsometer deg
=1=

parameters,
n ~ik

tor n K fI,

Born, Wolf (tt8 ) 2,01 3.48 31 80

Cahan, Yeager (49 ) 2.25 3.90 31 86

Shk1yarevskii (50 ) 2.24 4.21 32 90

Eldridge, Wong (50 ) 2.50 4.18 30 90

+
This work 2,20 3.80 31 85

=1=
Calculated from npb using an incident medium refractive

index of 1.365 and an angle of incidence of 75 deg.
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Potential Measurements

Working electrode potential is ~easured against a mercury

mercurous sulfate reference half cell. The reversible potential between

the Pb/PbS04 electrode and the Hg!Hg
Z

S0
4

electrode is ~0.958 volts and

is independent of electrolyte concentration since both electrodes are

exposed to the same solution, Table VI gives reversible potentials

for compounds formed on Pb. During cathodic pretreatment measured

voltage is usually ~1.0 to ~l.Z volts corresponding to HZ evolution.

This is 400 to 600 mV more negative than the reversible potential, con

sistent with overpotentials cited in the literature for HZ evolution on

Pb. After current is started the potential moves gradually from the

reversible value of -.96 volts to about ZO or 30 mV positive near the

end of exclusive PbS04 formation. The formation of new anodic products

is signaled by a rapid rise in potential from -.95 volts to +.6 volts

occurring in a matter of seconds, This is discussed further in the

next section,

The ZO-30 mV overpotential observed during anodization is due to

IR losses through the film, concentration polarization and activation

polarization, The contribution of each of these cannot be determined

since the required structural and kinetic details about the electrode

are not known. Ohmic losses occur in minute pores between deposits of

PbS04 , Fluxes in these regions can be very high if the surface is

covered by insulating PbS0
4

, Concentration polarization is due to super

saturation of lead ions, depletion of acid at the surface and pH

gradients which exist in the film (45). Activation energies must be

overcome in the transfer of 'met.al atoms from the lattice to the solution.

+
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Thermodynamic Potentials for the Pb~H2S04~H20 System
(in 1 normal H2S04)

+

Electrode

H2/Pb (cathodic reaction)

PbO/Pb

-0.958

~0.602

~0.635

-0.562

-0.437

+0.628

+1.05
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Formation of new anodic products at the lead electrode is signaled

by a sudden rise in potential during constant current oxidation, Opti

cal properties of the surface were measured during potential transients

as seen in Figure 16 where values of W, 6 and potential are plotted vs

time, Oxidation at the Pb/PbS0
4

plateau occurs for the first 60 s;

this data is presented and analyzed as Exp, 121 (Figure 33), The poten

tial then increases rapidly to positive values beginning at point a due

to high film resistance and new anodic products, The rate of change of

6 decreases due to the formation of a-Pb02 which is formed at potentials

more positive than 0 volts (23), The volume of Pb0
2

formed per unit

Coulomb is about 1/4 that of PbS04 (see Table VII), Thickness changes

are, therefore, less for PbO
Z

growth than for PbS0
4

growth,

\{hen current is interrupted at b, the potential falls immediately

to potentials associated with basic lead sulfates (see Table VII), The

same arrest was observed by Pavlov et al ( 23 ) after interruption of

anodic current, He postulates that potential remains fixed due to the

existence of basic sulfates which block intercrystalline spaces, These

compounds are stable at higher pH's which are established on the surface

during anodic current, When current is interrupted basic sulfates dis~

solve in the strong acid which permeates spaces between crystals, The

potential falls back to the Pb/PbS0
4

plateau when this material dissi

pates completely and active metal sites and electrolyte are again in

contact, Values for wand 6 are constant between band c (Figure 16) since cor-

+
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e, sec
XBL 789-11320

Figure 16. Potential and optical transients observed during PbO
Zformation (a to b) and passivation (b to c). Volts

are measured against Hg/Hg ZS0
4

electrode in the same
solution (3.1 M. H2S04) as the working electrode.
Depassivation occurs at c where ~ and ~ resume chang~

ing after arrest between b and co



TABLE VII Properties for Anodic Film Materials

*Growth Rate Refractive Index
0 2

sec per rnA/cm

...4
25.3 1.882.53 x 10

-

1.2 x 12,0 2.61

Q"I
.p..

6.6 x 10.,...5 0.66 2.23

*absorption coefficients not available

+
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rosion of the metal is prevented by the presence of basic sulfates.

Open circuit corrosion with film formation begins at c as evident from

the increase in 6 and slight decrease in 0 (such decreases in 0 are typ~

o

ical after 500~lOOO A of film growth). The corrosion product is PbS0
4

since the electrode potential is stable near ~,95 V.

Reduction of Anodic Films

Lead sulfate deposits formed during anodic oxidation can be re~

duced back to lead by driving cathodic current through the electrode.

Figure 17 is a scanning electron micrograph of a surface after partial

reduction of the anodic film, Crystals are smaller in size than those

formed after anodic current at the same current density (compare with

Figure 6b), suggesting that material is removed from these crystals

during reduction, This observation is consistent with a dissolution mechanism,

Figure 19 presents 0 vs 6 obtained during anodic oxidation at

-.95 volts and at +.5 to +.7 volts and during cathodic

reduction. Although basic sulfates form at high potentials (more posi~

tive than ~.4 volts), the principal anodic material is lead sulfate

since PbO is unstable in acid. In addition, the oxidation period at

-.95 volts is about 4 times longer than the period at +,5 volts. It was

found that when anodic current is interrupted before passivation 0 and

6 continue to change rather fast indicating PbS0
4

film formation due to

corrosion. Application of reducing current at this point does not have

as large an effect on 0 and 6 vs time as does reducing the sample after

passivation. In the passivated state corrosion is arrested as described

in the previous section. From Figure 19 it is seen that the 0 ~ 6



Figure lead surfa~e anodized in
s then reduced at 0,26

}i'igure 18, lead surface corroded at

XBE
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e =
c

+

) d
XBl 7810-11928

Figure 19. Oxidation and reduction of the Pb/PbS0
4

electrode in

5M H2S04 solution and at Re ~ 480. From t ~ 0 to a,

anodic current (.250 mA/cm
2) at ~.95 V vs Hg/Hg

2
So

4
,

From a to c anodic current (,258 mA/cm2 ) at +.5 V,

From c to d cathodic current (.258 mA/cm2) at ~.95 V.

Convection dissolution of solid PbS0
4

film is not large

enough to exclusively account for changes from c to d.

Hydrogen evolution begins at d.
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sections a to c and sections c to d, This

indicates that the same structures forming during anodic oxidation are

being eliminated during cathodic reduction. The computational proce-

dure is applied to this data in the next section (Figure 27 ) and the
o

thickness of the deposit at point a is 800 A (E ~ ,33). This value also

approximates the thickness at point d.

Figure ZO shows ljJ, !':" potential and current density vs time

for the data of Figure 19 Point a corresponds to passivation; at b

the anodic current is interrupted and at c reducing current is started.

Ellipsometer parameters change slightly between a and b due to orPbO
Z

formation (as described previously) which occurs above 0, volts, The

rate of change in ljJ and!':, is much slower during reduction compared to

changes during anodic oxidation up to a. This suggests a lower appar~ +

ent current efficiency since anodic and cathodic currents have the same

magnitude, At point d the potential falls to a plateau of ~l.l V sig~

naIling the onset of HZ evolution. The ellipsometer parameters stop

changing at this point indicating that reduction has terminated even
o

though cathodic current continues, There is an 800 A layer of material

remaining which is not available for reduction to lead,

Hydrogen evolution is the only parasitic cathodic reaction ex~

pee ted and does not occur prior to do The apparent low current effi~

ciency up to d therefore is not due to consumption of current for some

reaction other than reduction. It may be due to simultaneous corrosion

of freshly deposited fbo
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Figure 20, Data of Figure 19 showing transients in ~. 6 and
potential, a, rise in potential and decrease in rate
of change of ~ and 6 due to PbO formation, b, anodic
current is interrupted and elec~rode is at open circuit
until c, Cathodic reduction begins at c, PbS0

4
reduc

tion continues until d when the potential drops to the
hydrogen evolution plateau,
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2. Mu1tiparameter )::nterpretations1 Anodic FUm Studies

a. Application of the Model

In most cases the use of 6 layers is not necessary in order to re~

produce experimental data. It is generally sufficient to use secondary

crystals, the Type I film (also referred to as the primary layer) and

the solubilized product layer. The Type II film is used in some high

current density (iT> ,130 mA/cm2) calculations where formation of an

initial compact film is required, Roughness is used in several calcu~

lations to qualitatively explain the large decrease in ~ observed near

the end of some experiments.

Structural Aspects

As previously mentioned, the model used for the anodic film struc-

ture is a simplified representation. No adequate theory exists for polarization

of light reflected from a surface covered with particles larger than or

farther apart than the wavelength of light. At low current densities

(,010 = .130 mA/cm2) the lack of rigorous theory presents serious inter~

pretation difficulties since the surface is covered with crystals some-
o

times exceeding 5000 A (Figure 6a,b). At higher currents the homogen~

eous film model better approximates the condition of the deposit on the

surface since crystals are smaller and closer together (Figure 6c.d).

For current densities of ,010 and ,0517 mA/cm2 secondary crystals

referred to in the model will represent the large crystals visible in

SEM photographs. The Type I films will represent propQsed sublayers

between the large crystals. These sublayers are difficult to observe

using ellipsometry since the secondary crystals tend to dominate polari-

+
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zation of light.

At current densities of .130 mA/cm
2

and above the secondary crystals

and the Type I film in the model are used to represent essentially

the same crystalline deposits on the surface instead of representing

separate structures (sublayer and large crystals) as in the low cur-

rent density range, Secondary crystals will represent the larger less

numberous crystals and the Type I film will represent the smaller dis~

tribution of crystals as visible in Figure 6c, d. In the model

secondary crystals grow proportional to their surface area and

the Type I film grows at a constant rate. This method is used to dis~

tinguish the growth of larger and smaller crystals. Solutions obtained

from the computational procedure are improved using these kinetic

assumptions (see Figure 29). Calculated dimensions and coverage of

larger crystals (secondary crystals) generally do not agree with

sizes visible from SEM photographs.

Transient Growth and Material

The computational procedure calculates the time t at which solid
. ss

film growth begins (see Eqs. [10] and [1 J ]). This represents the time

to reach supersaturation of Pb++ ions necessary for film growth. This

supersaturation is not known; however, measured overpotentials are usually

less than 30 mV which corresponds to Pb++ concentrations of less than

10 times solubility (D = 10). The following expression is used to
ss

relate the supersaturation ratio D (C Ic) to overpotential n
ss ss s

n
RT
nF

In Dss
[ 32 ]
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Not all of the measured overpotential can be attributed to supersatura~

tion of Pb++. Thus, D is less than 10, and for computational pur~
ss

poses, it has been arbitrarily fixed at 1.1, The time to reach super~

saturation t for free convection and forced convection is generallyss

less than 1 sec even if D is as high as 10, Essentially there is noss

induction period before solid PbS04 formation. This is observed experi~

mentally since ~ and ~ change immediately after current is initiated,

The parameter D also determines the ionic flux i
D

(Eq. [2J ofss

Pb++ away from the electrode surface. This leaves two parameters f
R

and

D
ss

which can determine the effective film current i film , This is

apparent from the following flux balance equations which are valid after

t
NUC

(most of the computation) when the only fluxes contributing to film

growth are the Type I film i IF and the secondary crystals i
sc

+

i
total + i remaining in solution [ 33 )

i sc

c

+

+ f R (iT - i - i
GC D

[ 34 )

[35 J

Equation [35J is derived from Eqs, [34J, [16] and [17], Fixing the value

of D prevents overspecification of the material balance expression,
ss

The parameter f
R

thus establishes the balance of material used for solid

film formation,
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At t growth of the Type II layer stops and the Type I film and
NUC

secondary crystals begin. The value of t NUC is generally fixed to a

small value to reduce the number of floating parameters although it

affects the initial size of the secondary crystals (Eq.[14]). Numerous

trial calculations are performed for each set of experimental data and

different values for t
NUC

are often attempted. This quantity represents

a realistic transition time only for some high current density

ments where growth of a Type 11 film is indicated,

After t growth of the Type 1 film and secondary crystals occurs
NUC

only in certain regions. These patches increase in coverage from t
NUC

to t
DISS

as described earlier. The coverage of secondary crystals before

t D1SS refers to coverage in a patch, not per unit superficial electrode

area. Also the Type 1 film decreases in porosity from tNUC(EIFO) to

tDISS(EIFF)' Both of these processes can be due to progressive nucleation

of crystals of PbS04 ,

The following sections present results of the computer analysis.

Reproductions of output from the program are found in the appendix. For

each evaluated parameter an error term is calculated which represents the

amount the parameter must change in order to alter the average distance

between points by 1 degree. This term is an average of positive and

negative uncertainty and indicates the sensitivity of computed wand 6to

the evaluated parameter.
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b. Results of Computations

0.010 and 0.0517 rnA/cm
2

(99, 144, 78, 138)

The results at these current densities are only qualitatively in-

terpreted since light polarization due to large crystals cannot be anal~

yzed accurately. Calculated final dimensions of secondary crystals
o

are between 1200 and 2900 A as indicated on Figures 21 ~ 24 which show

corrosion.

experimental and calculated points. These dimensions are about 1/2

as large as the sizes apparent from SEM microphotographs. Dimensions

for the Type I film are uncertain since large error terms are associated

wi th porosities of this layer (see Tables VIII, !X),.

2When applied current density is 0.01 rnA/cm the effective current

density (Table Vlln is larger than the applied current density since

corrosion contributes significantly to the formation of PbS0
4

. In this

calculation the total current becomes an evalua'lJed parameter. Use of a

constant current during corrosion is not rigorously correct since the

corrosion rate may vary with surface coverage. However, this assumption

was adequate to reproduce data and give some idea of the influence of

Effective current is .009 rnA/cm
2

larger than applied cur-

rent so that this difference roughly represents the corrosion current.

Void spaces between crystals cannot be differentiated from hydration of

secondary crystals since the optical theory averages voids and crystals

-I-
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Figure 21. Experiment 99, Experimental and theoretical values of
~ and 6 obtained from PbS04 film growth on lead,
Theoretical points are calculated using model described
in Chapter IV, Dimension at end point is final size of
secondary crystals (coverage of 24%),
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Figure 22. Experiment 78, As in Figure 21, final coverage is 38%.
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Evaluated Parameters for Growth of Anodic PbS04

Re 480,

Applied Current
2.010 mA/cm 3.1M H2S04 (Experiment 99)

Average distance between 0.73
calculated and experi~

mental points, degrees

Hydra tion of secondary 0.72 ± .08
crystals Esc

Time to complete coverage 290 ± 30
of secondary crystal

+ regions t D1SS ' sec.

Effective film current 0.019 ± .008
i EFF , mA/cm2



TABLE IX Comparison of Computer Results for Different Conditions of
Flow and Electrolyte Concentration at 0.0517 mA/cm2

=-....,,--===.=="..:::...-=::::t=--___.=-=.=-:.=--:==-_ -_.- - .- ~-,- _ .. - , ~. . .•_.t~_·__ , _=.~ -

EXPERIMENT 78 144
,"'=_=.ur..""'.........'.....;.>"""~~~""""""'........::o"""=' .......=........._~""'=_= ~

Acid Concentration M 3.1 1.3 I 5.0

Flow Condition Re 1640 Re 480 frpl? 'ri on
initial final initial final initial final

point·'" n"inr", noinr", points points poinr",r r-
.,

I I

Average distance between ';:' 1 I~ 1.4 1.6 1.36 I 4.70 2.5 3.3and calculated points, degrees ~
I !

Iof secondary crystals E ! 0,30 ± .17 0.60 ± .05 ! 0.30 0.80 ± .15 .11 ±. 23 0.20sc i

Time to complete coverage of secondary I 70 ± 16 250. ±150. 43.± 7. I '.fcrystal regions ,
!

Final coverage of secondary crystals, % 8. 38. 7. 34. 6. 14,

-+-

00
o
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Hvdration of secondary crystals E{ sc large as

seen in Table VIII and suggests a large void volume in the deposit, The

time to reach complete coverage of secondary crystal regions t
DISS

is

290 So Figure 21 shows good agreement between experimental and theo~

retica1 points up to the (A, ~) coordinates of (104, 38), At this point

secondary crystals make analysis of polarization difficult.

Data for Experiments 78, 138 and 144 were analyzed in two stages,

segments AB and segments BC, since the computational procedure could not

find a solution in one calculation (Figures 22~24). The high acid con~

centration (5 M) and free convection conditions of Experiment 138 (see

Table ) would be expected to result in a less porous deposit than in

+ Experiments 78 and 144 since supersaturation conceivably is higher. This

is qualitatively confirmed by the lower values for E in Experiment 138.
sc

Values of E are probably influenced by void volume as in Experiment 99
sc

with smaller hydrations representing less void space. There are dis~

crepancies between parameters evaluated for the initial segment AB and final

BC (Figures 22~24)0 Values for E are larger suggesting a moresc

voluminous final deposito The time t D1SS
is much larger for the initial

calculation than the final calculation. However, final coverage of

secondary crystals is larger in the second calculation, This suggests

progressive nucleation for 200-300 s, Although final coverage of secon-

dary crystals is larger in Experiment 78 and 144, a larger Type I film
o

(530 A) was calculated for Experiment 138, perhaps due to enhanced con-

centration of film-forming species.

Roughening of the metal substrate was used to reproduce the decreas~

ing values of ~ towards the end of Experiments 78 and 144 (Figures 22



TABLE X
2

Results for at 0,13 cm and
5.0 M H2S0

4
Electrolyte

134 137
initial
points

final

Flow condition free convection Re 480

Average distance between experiment
and theory, degree

Final poro of layer

of secondary crystals E
sc

Growth t D1SS ' seconds

1.53

0.69 + ,04

0.50 + 0.27

90. + 24.

2,2

0.33 + .15

O.ll + 0040

186. + 12 0

2.2

0.69 + .018

0.47 + 0.04

132. + 3.0

00
N
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Figure 25. Experiment 137, Experimental and theoretical values of
~ and L obtained from anodic PbSO~ film growth on lead,
Dimension at end point is final thickness of Type I film
or primary layer, Model in Chapter IV is used to
calculate theoretical points.
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Figure 26. Experiment 134. As in Figure 25, theoretical points
were calculated in two stages, A to B, B to C,
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and 24), No solution could be found using dielectric film refractive

indices exclusively (various porosities of secondary crystals) so that

introduction of an underlying roughness layer with complex reflective

index became necessary. In Experiment 78 the final roughness layer is
o 0

450 A thick and contains 40% metal, and in Experiment 144 it is 120 A

thick with 50% metal. The decrease in ~ and 6 at point B in Experi~

ment 144 is apparently caused by the growth of large secondary crystals
o

(about 2000 A) and the onset of roughening.

2
0,130 ~/cm (134, 137)

Table X compares results of the calculations for these two ex-

periments and Figures 25 and 26 show calculated and experimental points,

Experiment 134 (Figure 26 ) was analyzed in two stages, AB and BC. Cal-

culations indicate a more compact deposit for the final part of Exp.

134 (free convection) than for Exp. 137 (Re = 480). Higher concentration

of film-forming species is expected with free convection than with forced

convection. The large uncertainty in E
IFP

(Table X

134 places upper and lower bounds on its value, The value for E
IFP

is

larger in Experiment 137 than in Experiment 134. Initial growth of

patches and decrease in Type I film porosity occur at a faster rate in

Experiment 134 since t D1SS is smaller. The large value of t
D1SS

in the

final stage of Experiment 134 accommodates less porosity,

2
0.258 rnA/cm (73, 131, 135, 147)

Evaluated parameters for this current density are presented in

Table XI which compares various conditions of electrolyte flow and
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through 30 show calcula ted and experimental

points. It is apparent that maximum ljJ values are 10.,.15 degrees higher

in experiments at 5 M H
2

S0
4

than the experiments at 1.3 and 3,1 M, This

is due to less film porosity (higher refractive index, see Figure 9 )

caused by higher supersaturation. Experiments in 5 }1 acid result in

lower values of E
1FP

followed by the 3.1 and 1.3 }1 experiments as shown

in Table XI . Secondary crystal hydration ranges between 0.5 and 0.6.

They are not used in calculations for Experiment 135 and the initial part

of Experiment 147. The compaction and growth period t
DISS

is between

50 - 100 s at this current density. shorter than at 0.13 mA/cm2 o The

measured time to reach passivation (from potential jump) corresponds to

t
D1SS

within the uncertainty limits for Experiments 131 and 135.

Extensive growth of secondary crystals is derived from the calcula-

tions for Expo 73 (Figure 28), This is optically equivalent to a large primary

layer of high porosity since the crystals cover only 12% of the surface,

Enhanced mass transport from the high Reynolds number (1,640) evidently

lowers supersaturation. giving a more porous deposit,

The plotted ljJ - ~ curve for Experiment 147 shifts direction abruptly

near point B (Figure 30 ) where the second calculation for points BC

begins. Growth of large secondary crystals is indicated from the compu-

tational procedure for this final portion while the primary layer is

relatively constant to the end (point C).

Two alternate film growth processes were investigated in calcula~

tions for Experiment 131 (Figure 29). Growth of secondary crystals at a

rate proportional to their size (Theory I) is preferred to constant

growth (TheQry II) or absence of secondary crystals (Theory nI).

+



TABLE XI

-+-

Results for at 0.258

73 131 135 14·7

Flow Re 1640 480 480 480

Acid concentration, M 3.1 5.0 5.0 1.3
initial points final points

distance between a 1.7 4.4 1.76 0.84 0.95and Calc • .

Final porosity of 0053 + .09 0.41+ .04 0.36 +009 0 + .09 0 + .02
E - - - -

00IFP
'"

0.59 + .05 0.49 + .41 --- --- 0.51 + .41
E

• sc

Final fractional coverage
0.124 0.056 --- --- 0.059of crystals

Growth • • sec • 55. + 5. 100 0 + 10 93.+20. 44. + 9. 75. + 5.

Time to reach
120 110 70 --- 125(measured). sec.
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secondary crystals which grow proportional to their
surface area and a primary layer. Theory II~ constant
growth rate of secondary crystals, Theory III, absence
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Film growth during free convection is compared with forced convec~

tion at this current density (Figures ~l and 32 ). Table XII shows

that E
rFP

is lower in the convection case. Effective film current is

higher for Experiment 126 indicating that less solubilized anodic

product remains in solution. The growth rate parameter t
DrsS

is slightly

smaller in the free convection case due to the higher supersaturation

which enchances nucleation rates. The data for Exp' 81 (Figui~e 31) are not

sufficiently reproduced by theory without use of secondary crystals. The

average distance between calculated and experimental points is 2.2

degrees with them and 5.3 degrees using only the primary layer.

2
9.517 - 1. 33 rnA/em (l21~ 92, 89, 9J)

Anodic films formed at these high current densities consist of very

small closely packed crystals as seen from the SEM photograph in

Figure 6d. Very good agreement is found between experimental and

theoretical points as seen in Figures 33 through 36 , since small

densely packed crystals approach the optical effect of a continuous film.

In Experiment 91 (Figure 36 ), the potential reached the Pb02 plateau

near the characteristic minimum in 6 and the experiment was terminated.

Table XIII compares results of these experiments. The growth period

t
DISS

corresponds to measured passivation times. ~Vhen film~covered

regions completely cover the surface, the electrode passivates since trans~

port through the film is inhibited, This does not occur at lower current

densities due to a higher porosity of film~~overed regions, Film com-

paction is assumed to terminate at t
D1SS

so that values of porosity at

+
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Figure 31. Experiment 81. As in Figure 25, Also shown is calc~

ulated curve assuming growth of primary layer (Type I
film) only.
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I Comparison of Results at Different Electrolyte
Flo,,, Conditions (0,388 mAl cm2 and 301 M H2S0

4

Experiment

Flow condition

Average distance between
Exp, and theory

81

Re

2,2

1640

126

free convection

102

+

Final primary layer
porosity E

IFP

Effective film current
rnA/cm2

Growth period. t D1SS ' sec

0.61 + 0,37

0,238

52.+5.

0,42 + 0.13

0,310

63.+6.
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Figure 34, Experiment 92, As in Figure 25,
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fABLE XIII Results of Current Density Experiments 3.1 M

Experiment

Applied current

Reynolds number Re

2
cm

121

0.517

480

92

0.654

3200

89

1.03

1640

91

1.33

3200

Final layer
porosity E

1FP

Growth • sec

Passivation time
(measured) sec

0.39 + 0.10

65. + 22.

60.

-!-

0.30 + 0.12

37. + 3.4

50.

0.16 + .04

26. + 4

28.

0.53 + 0.22

6. + .04

9.

f-l
o
o
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pas.siyation are ~nd;lcated by E
1FP

' Far cunent dens.;Lties between 0,517

and 1,03 mA/cm
2

porosities at passivation are 0,30 ~ 0.40, Values of

porosity larger than this would not be expected to limit transport of

reactants through the film, At the highest current densi 2
? L 33 mA/cm ,

the final paras is about 0,66, Passivation at this high porosity may

+

be due to formation of a compact sublayer (Type II film). The computa~

o

tional procedure calculates a Type II film 25 A thick and 50% porous,

This value of porosity is not low enough to result in passivation thus

the computed value is probably high,

of Current Densities

The growth rate constant i
CRYS

which controls current to secondary

crystals (see Eq, [14] in Table III ) is plotted with current density

in Figure 37. Values of i CRYS and its uncertainty were averaged over

the experiments performed at each current neglecting variations in Rey~

nolds number, The data show a roughly linear trend up to 0,65 mA/cm2 with

a slope of 0.19, Values of i
CRYS

for currents higher than this have a

large uncertainty since secondary crystals and primary layer crystals be~

come indistinguishable.

The growth period t
DISS

and current efficiency n are compared at

different current densities in Table XIV, Current efficiency (

represents the percentage of applied current forming solid film and de~

creases as current increases. Transport of material away from the sur~

face probably increases due to higher supersaturation caused by higher

currents, Electrolyte flow does not influence current efficiency as

strongly as current density.
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Figure 37. Secondary crystal growth parameter i
CRYS

(see Eqn. [15].
Table III) derived by the computational procedure for
various current densities.
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TABLE XIV Variation of Current Efficiency and Growth Time
t
D1SS

with Current Density

Appli.ed Current Expo Current t D1SS ' sec
cm2

0.010 99 190~~~~ 300

0.0517 78, 138, 144 200~400

'*0.130 134, 137 88 90-180
'ff',:

0.258 73, 131, 135, 147 81 45-100

''l~

00388 80, 81, 126, 127 76 45~65

,i(,

0.517 93, 121 72 40~60

0,654 92 76 37

+ 0.775 119 61 45

L03 89 75 26

L33 91 75 6

~'(

Averages
,('<:'i'<:

Corrosion
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As expected, the growth time t
D1SS

decreases \"lith current density,

This quantity represents the time required for coverage of exposed sub

strate regions. At currents above 0,388 mA/cm~ t D1SS coincides fairly

well with passivation of the electrode,

Solubilized product layer (SPL) porosity is an evaluated parameter,

but does not show a consistent trend over the range of experimental

variabl~examined, From this porosity the refractive index and composi-

tion of the layer is specified, The effective concentration (moles/liter)

of PbS0
4

is calculated from the following expression:

C [ 36]

where M is the molar volume of PbS0
4

, Values of ESPL range between 0,95

and 0.99 corresponding to concentratioreof 1 M and 0,2 M PbS0
4

, Dissolved

PbS0
4

has a solubility of 1.2 x 10-5 M in 3 M H2S04 so that concentrations

indicated for the SPL evidently represent colloidally suspended PbS04 and

not dissociated PbS0
4

, Refractive index values for these concentrations

are 1,387 and 1.368, respectively, as calculated from Eq. [26] using a

bulk solution refractive index of 1.365 (3.1 M H2S04), Concentrations of

the SPL are not precisely determined since the assumption of volume

averaging PbS04 particles and H2S04 solution to obtain effective refrac-

tive index is an approximation. However, the values discussed here pro~

vide an order of magnitude estimate and indicate that solubilized concen-

tration can be high compared to the solubility of dissociated PbS04 .

+
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When lead is allowed to stand in sulfuric acid for long periods a

protective film develops, The initial growth of this layer is investi-

gated here, Lead is converted to PbS04 by two possible reactions,

[ 1 ]

+

If tbe solutions used are completely free of dissolved 0z then PbS0
4

formation occurs only by reaction [ Z ],

Figures 37~39 show experimental and calculated data for PbS04
films formed from open circuit corrosion at different acid concentra-

tions and flow conditions, A scanning electron micrograph of the cor-

roded surface (Figure 18) shows large crystals of PbS04 from 1000 to
o

5000 A in size, Results of calculations are shown in Table XV Cur-

rent density was an evaluated parameter and is assumed constant.

If the reaction occurs according to [1 ], then the corrosion rate

would be limited by transport of 02 from the bulk solution to the sur~

face since it is a dilute component, Maximum 02 solubility is about

3 x 10-4 M for solutions exposed to the atmosphere. Since the electro~

lyte is purged with N
Z

the concentration of 02 should be much less

than this. The flux of 02 to the surface is proportional to the Nusselt

number (Eq, [5 ]), For the forced convection case (Exp. 148), the

Nusselt number is 150 (Eq, [ 5 ]) and for the free convection case

(Exp, 128), it is about 15 (using Eq. [ 7 ].[ 8 ] and [9J and i = .05 mAl
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cm
2

, t '" 100 sec), The corrosion rate in Exp, 148 (Table XV)is only about 2J%

larger than the rate for Exp, 128 rather than 10 times larger as pre~

dicted assuming transport control, Conceivably, dissolution of PbS04

may be occurring in Exp, 148 to lower the effective film current, How~

ever, if the surface concentration of PbS0
4

is approximately the

2saturation concentration, then this flux is only ,005 rnA/cm (from

Eq, [2 ]), This suggests that corrosion is not transport-limited and

occurs by Reaction [2],

The corrosion current decreases with increasing acid concentration

(or decreasing water concentration) as seen in Table XV Lander re~

ported this effect by studying corrosion rates using weight loss

measurements, He suggested water as a possible attacking component,

Such a mechanism is conceivable if HPbO Z- is an intermediate, +

[ 3 ]

[4 ]

Reactions [ 3 ] and I 4 J are listed in reference (51) and when combined

give the overall reaction occurring at anodic sites,

-+ PbSO .+ 2e
4 [ 5 ]

'\wen this reaction is combined with hydrogen evolution,

[ 6 ]



Experiment

TABLE ~~V

+-

Results of for

148 . 38 )

Circuit Corrosion

128 (Fig. 39 )

initial

143 . 40 )

final

Concentration, M 1.3 3.1 5.0

Water M 52.8 49.2 44.3

Flow condition Re = 480 free convection free convection
f-'
0
--.J

Average distance between
1.2 1.5 1.7 6.1expo and calc. pts., .

Current 0.05+.03 0.04+.002 0.03+.002 0.02+.007

of secondary
0.8+.1 0.7+.1 0.4+.17 0.55+.08crystals
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Figure 38. Experiment 148. Experimental and calculated values of
~ and 6 obtained from corrosion of lead in sulfuric
acid. Dimension at end point is size of secondary
crystals (coverage of 12,3%).
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reaction [ 2 J is obtained, Since reaction [ 3 J is only favored at high

pH's, such conditions would have to exist on the surface in order

for this mechanism to apply,

From reaction ( 3 J the expected dependence of corrosion rate on

*water concentration is

i K [37 J

+

Evaluated corrosion rate i is plotted vs c
H

2
0

in Figure 41 and a straight
2

line is obtained through points to the origin (which is also a data

point), Lander found the same dependence comparing corrosion rates (ob~

tained at various constant potentials) with the square of water activity,

His experiments were performed over periods of hours and show a constant

corrosion of 0,046 mA/cm
2

in 1,1 M H2S0
4

at ~0.9 V (vs Hg/Hg ZS0
4
), This

compares favorably to the rate found in this work under similar condi~

tions (Experiment 148, the potential is that of lead at open circuit,

-.95V),

Hydration for secondary crystals is rather high indicating large

void volume and tends to decrease with increasing acid concentration. In

• 148 (Figure 37) polarization of reflected light was not measureable after

only 60 s, probably due to reflection from large crystals (larger than

indicated by calculation) which scatter light. Experiment 143 (Figure 39)

was analyzed in two stages, 0 to 180 sand 180 s to 480 s. At t ~ 180 s

~ ~ 38, 6 ~ 115) the value for ~ decreases abruptly, Tbe calculation for

~',

activity coefficients are assumed unity
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Figure 41, Corrosion rate of lead (rate of PbS0
4

formation) vs.
the square of water concentration in sulfuric acid
solutions.
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points between t ~ 180 and t ~ 480 suggest this is due to growth of
o

large secondary crystals which have a final dimension of 3000 A,
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B, Lithium

1, Aqueous Electrolyte

When the lithium electrode makes contact with the solution, a

corrosive reaction begins immediately according to:

LiOH + l/Z HZ [ 7 ]

with the rate dependent on water activity (30), Experiments per~

formed in 4,7 M LiOH (near battery electrolyte composition) exhibited

extremely violent film growth in the first several seconds after ex-

posure to electrolyte and initiation of current due to relatively high

water activity, During this initial period, hydrogen evolution, sur~

face roughening and rapid film growth can be visually observed through

cell windows, After three to five seconds a black film develops with

rough morphology and the HZ evolution subsides since this film now

protects the metal, Anodic dissolution of the lithium, according to

I8] and [9] occurs simultaneously with the corrosion reaction and con~

tributes to film formation:

+

Li + OH

LiOH

~ LiOH + e

+

[ 8 ]

[ 9 ]

Water activity is lowered in 10 M KOH, 13,6 M KOH and 13,6 M KOH

with 0,6 M LiOH solutions and the initial corrosion reaction appears

greatly reduced, However, HZ gas evolution and surface roughening still
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occur, An electrolyte of 13,6 M KGR with 0,6 M LiGR was found to be

near the saturation limit of LiGH, This solution was used in order to

enhance the precipitation of LiGR at the electrode interface and thus

more rapidly form a protective layer, Higher current densities used

for this electrolyte also contributed to enhanced protective film

formation by maintaining a high interfacial concentration C. Eq. [36]
o

is used to establish the relationship between iT and Co (Cb is the bulk

concentration of LiGH):

nF
[38]

This applies when all of the LiGH generated according to [8] goes

into convective diffusion flux. The C calculated from this does not
o

necessarily represent the actual C since the processes occurring on the
o

electrode surface are complicated by turbulence from bubble generation,

unsteady state diffusion, and generation of LiGH from the corrosion

reaction. However, if an interfacial concentration calculated for a

given current density is not reached, then the dissolution flux is less

than iT/nF, and film formation must occur in order to maintain a mass

balance. If a high enough current density is used then calculated C
o

can reach and exceed the solubility of the dissolution product.

Table XV gives values of surface concentration predicted from Eq. [38 ]

for representative experimental conditions. Values of solubility of

LiGH are estimated, based on the solubility product of LiGH (35).



TABLE XVI Interfacial LiOR Concentrations Predicted from
State Correlation

Flow Condition
Re

Interfacial
Concentration

of LiOR

Solubility

of LiOR

40 1700 10 M KOR 0.28 2.5

40 1000 13.6 M KOR 0029 L85

120 1000 13.6 11 KOR L50 t L76
}--I

0.6 11 LiOR }--I

0\

250 250 13.6 11 KOR 3.5 t L 76
0.6 M LiOR

";~

calculated Ksp, LiOR = 27

t
the observed in this electrolyte was closer to 0.6 M

+
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where activity coefficients have been neglected" At the highest cur~

rent density (250 mA/cm2 ) in Table XV the interfacial concentration

of LiOH is roughly twice that of the solubility limit of LiOR for

that solution, If the solubility is exceeded then precipitation is

expected,

In all of the experiments described above, the reflected light

intensity was not sufficient for anodic film growth measurement. When

clean metal m~kes contact with electrolyte the spontaneous hydrogen

evolution and surface roughening disperse the specular beam. The

reaction subsides; however, the rough film which forms is non-reflecting.

In some experiments (denoted by an asterisk in Table I), an initial

protective film was formed on the metal by reaction with water vapor

according to Reaction [7]. Prior to introduction of solution to the

cell, the lithium was exposed to a stream of argon containing 1.5 to

3.5 torr of water vapor for periods of several minutes. During this

time, optical changes on the surface were observed using the ellipsometer.

The solution was then introduced to the cell and current initiated.

At 40 mA/cm
2 in 13.6 M KOH the transition from gas phase to electrolyte

was measured. Several seconds of subsequent anodic film growth was also

monitored as shown in Figure 42 (from point c to point d).

The shift in wand 6 at point b is due to the increase in incident

medium refractive index from 1.00 (gas phase) to 1.39 (solution phase).

The ellipsometer parameters are now less sensitive to film thickness

since the difference in refractive index between the incident medium
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+

I

ti , s
XBL 789-11322

Figure 42. Change in optical parameters ~ and 6 during water vapor
corrosion and exposure of the sample to potassium
hydroxide electrolyte. From t = 110 to a, corrosion
in 2 torr H20 vapor, a to b corrosion is stopped,
sample is exposed to pure argon, At b the sample is 2
exposed to electrolyte and anodic current of 40 rnA/cm
is initiated, ellipsometer parameters jump to values
at c, From c to d measurements in aqueous electrolyte
are obtained, At d reflection from the surface is
scattered due to rough morphology.
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and film has been reduced, This is clearly evident in the case of 6

which reverses direction; however, the change in Wis less profound

and doesn't move back as expected,
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2. Corrosion in Water Vapor

Scanning electron micrographs of the lithium surface corroded at

at H
2
0 partial pressure of 2 torr for 120 seconds is shown in Figure 43.

Deposits of LiOH are visible with details on the order of 1~. At the

highest magnification, cracks in the layer are visible and perhaps ex~

tend to the metal surface. The corroded surface has a black appearance,

and since LiOH is a white crystal, this may indicate non~stoichiometry

or doping of the LiOH deposit with Li metal, Such a layer would have a

complex refraction index due to light absorption.

Figure 44 shows experimental and calculated ~ vs 6 data points

representing corrosion of lithium in water vapor, Also in this figure

is the curve for bulk LiOH (n ~ 1.45) which deviates markedly from the

experimental points. The calculated points were derived from the multi~

parameter computer analysis as described in Section IV. The fit between

experimental and calculated points (Figure 44 ) is only qualitative due

to poor reflection caused by the large dimensions of details on the

surface,
o

A film with a final size of 600 A (n ~ 4-l.2i) and an underlying
o

roughness layer of 1000 A (n ~ 0,7 ~ .501) is computed. These layers

have a large percentage of metal (~ 80 per cent) indicating roughening

and perhaps non~stoichiometrywhich dominate the optical properties of

the surface, The evaluated corrosion rate is 0,3 rnA/cm2
, which corres~

~9 2
ponds to a reaction rate of 3.1 x 10 moles/sec/em" Corrosion data ob-

tained at different partial pressures of water did not compare favorably.

No consistent trend in the shape of ~ - 6 curves was found; therefore,

only one representative experiment was analyzed giving the qualitative

results,

+
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Figure 44. Experimental and calculated values (Theory) of ~ vs ~

for corrosive film growth on lithium. Dimension at
top left is final thickness of combined roughness and
Type I films. Also shown is curve calculated for
compact, homogeneous LiOR film (n = 1.45, bulk LiOR).
Corrosion product is LiOR, however, experimental points
deviate markedly from the compact LiOR film curve.
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VI. Discussion

A, Lead

Anodic Formation

+

Film porosity represents the overall void space between crystals

(secondary crystals and Type I layer crystals) on the anodized lead

surface, Results described in Section V indicate that apparent film

porosity decreases with increasing current density, increasing acid

concentration and decreasing convective transport. A higher concentra-

tion of dissolved film-forming species is expected under these conditions.

This leads to more growth sites per unit area resulting in a less

porous deposit,

By the following argument, a relationship can be established

between the applied current and supersaturation of dissociated PbS0
4

from which secondary crystals are formed, For inorganic crystals,

crystal growth has been experimentally found to depend on supersatura~

tion as follows (46):

dL
dt a In

Css

where C is the supersaturation concentration of ionized PbS0
4

, C isss s

PbS04 solubility and ~~ is the rate of increase of a length of the

crystal, The rate ~~ is linearly related to the current per unit crystal

area i CRYS (see equation [A4J, Appendix A), Since total current density

iT is linearly related to i CRYS as discussed in Section V~A (see
C

Figure 37) it follows that iT and In CSS are linearly related,
s
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(39)

(the Nernst equation [40)) so that applied current and coneen~

This describes the relationship between supersaturation of film forming

species and applied current during anodic film formation, Interestingly,

the overpotential due to supersaturation is also proportional to
C

] ss
_n~

s
tration overpotential E are linearly related during anodic crystal~cone

ization as in Eqn, I4l),

E
conc

RT
nF

In
css
C

s
[40]

Econs [41]
+

Equation [41) is functionally identical to Ohm's law, Linear voltage~

current response during anodic film formation is generally considered due

to Ohmic losses through surface layers, However, if films form via

crystallization from a supersaturated solution, then the conventional in~

terpretation mf i vs, E may be misleading,

Current efficiencies are 70 to 90 per cent for anodic film growth

on lead as seen in Table XIV, To account for the balance of current

dissolution fluxes of up to 0,1 mA/cm2 are required, The ionic concentra~

tion at the surface required to support such a flux would have to be

orders of magnitude higher than the solubility of PbS0
4

, Potential

measurements exclude such supersaturations, In addition, the sensitivity

of efficiency to flow condition is not as profound as one would expect

assuming ionic transport, In Table XII the free convection experiment
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has an efficiency of 80 per cent, while the forced convection experi~

ment has an efficiency of 62 per cent, even though the transport

condition differs by a factor of 20 or more (relative Nusselt numbers).

Solubilized products can conceivably be clusters of colloids consisting

of PbS04 , In this case, transport is not as dependent on surface con~

centration and the Nusselt number, since diffusion coefficients are

much lower for colloids than for dissolved ions. Surface concentration

of colloids would have to be quite high (,1 M ~ 1 M) in order to com~

pensate for lower diffusion coefficients and support large dissolution

fluxes. The evaluated refractive index of the solubilized product

layer imply that such concentrations are possible. Large well~formed

crystals as seen in SEM photographs (Figure 6a,b,c) would be expected

to form from ionic species rather than from colloidal material.

Scattering of light from large crystals must be considered \Ilhen

discussing film forming current efficiency. Large crystals (dimensions

near the wavelength of light, 1/3 to 1/2 V) are not ilvisible ll to the

ellipsometer since light entering them is scattered in directions other

than the specular direction. If anodic material is present in the form

of large crystals yet not detected by the ellipsometer, then apparent

film forming current may be reduced. However, if this were the only

cause of efficiency less than 100 per cent, then efficiency should be

lower where larger crystals are found (larger crystals more likely to

scatter light) which is the case at lower current densities. However,

results in Table XIV show that higher efficiencies are associated with

the lower current densities.

The existence of underlying sublayers between large crystals

visible in SEM photographs is not directly inferred from the multi~
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parameter computer analysis, Sublayers are calculated for the data at

0.0517 mA/cm2, but parameters describing them are not accurately deter~

mined, At high current, essentially a single film composed of the Type

I film and secondary crystals is used in calculations. Sublayers (the

Type II film) are not usually necessary to obtain solutions, However,

the high porosity at which passivation occurs in Experiment 98 (see

Figure 36), Experiment 147 (Figure 30) and Experiment 73 (Figure 28)

suggests a less porous sub1ayer which inhibits transport of reactants,

Open Circuit Corrosion

Computed corrosion rates derived from ellipsometer data agree

surprisingly well with those of Lander considering the optical approxi-

mations applied to PbS04 deposits (treatment of discrete PbS04 particles

as a homogeneous film), The dependence on water activity suggests this

molecule as the attacking component. According to Reaction [3] the

+

rate limiting step would be the formation of HPb0
2 However, no such

intermediate has been detected on a corroding lead surface to date,

The linearity between i and C
2
H ° suggest a second order dependence

corr '2

on water concentration as in Eqn, [37],

Corrosion films are optically similar to anodic films formed at

low current density (0,01 and 0,05 mA/cm2
) , Film growth at 0,01 mA/cm2

was enhanced by corrosion by approximately 0,009 mA/cm2 ,

Transients During Oxidation

Anodic products which have a rest potential at ~,6 V (vs Hg/Hg
2

S0
4

)

protect the lead surface from corrosion as seen in Figure 16 (points b
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to c), This is based on the observed arrest in changes of ~ and 6

which corresponds exactly to the plateau at ~,6 V, Such observations

are consistent with the theory that basic lead sulfates are produced

(in small amounts not necessarily detectible by ellipsometry) by high

potential oxidation and temporarily protect the lead from corrosion

when current is interrupted (passivation), Pavlov and others

(5, 15, 23) have postulated that such compounds act by blocking small

intercrystalline spaces, The electrode "depassivates" when basic sul~

fates dissolve, thus initiating corrosion of lead and formation of

PbS0
4

which is observed by the ellipsometer,

Reduction of Anodic Films

The reduction of PbS0
4

apparently terminates with the onset of HZ

evolution even though a large fraction of anodically formed sulfate re~

mains on the surface (see Figure Z7), This PbS0
4

evidently is unavail~

able for conversion back to lead, all of the current being consumed by

HZ evolution, Changes in the HZ overpotential on lead sites may occur

which result in preferential HZ evolution,

Loss of rechargabi1ity (conversion to lead) of the discharged lead

battery negative is usually considered due to su1fation (formation of

"hard" lead sulfate) as described in Reference 1, Su1fation is caused

by recrystallization of PbS04 deposits which occurs after many cycles

over periods of weeks or months, This does not explain the loss of re~

duction capability observed here, The present findings suggest that

reduced material utilization may also be due to changes on the lead sur

face which affect kinetic parameters,
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E, Lithium

Aqueous Electrolyte

The spontaneity with which lithium and water (in concentrated LiGR

and KGR solution) react make measurement of polarized light from the

electrode surface extremely difficult, Rapid LiGR film growth, metal

substrate roughening and vigorous H2 evolution prevent any measurement

starting from a clean lithium surface, Only in the case where an initial

water vapor formed film is present can measurement in the aqueous liquid

phase be made and then only for periods lasting less than five seconds,

The initial protective film slows attack by water of underlying lithium,

Specular reflection and measurement of polarized light is possible for a

short duration after exposure of the electrode to the electrolyte,

Passivating and protective films on the lithium anode in the aqueous

battery are on the order of 300 ~ thick (30), When the LiaR film reaches

this dimension (m6stly due to corrosion) Ehe parasitic R2 evolution can

subside if certain discharge current conditions are applied, Films of

this nature cannot be analyzed using ellipsometry due to their rough

non~reflectant appearance,

Corrosion in Water Vapo~

Measurement of polarized light reflected from the lithium surface

during corrosion with water vapor is possible, Application of the com-

puter model to the data gives only qualitative results, A great deal of

roughness or non~stoichiometry in the layer is indicated from the

analysis, Computed film refractive indices are complex suggesting
o

electronic conductivity, The thickness of the layer is roughly 2000 A,

+
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small compared to protective films in the case of aqueous solutions,

Littauer proposes that a thin conducting layer may exist at the base

of pores in LiOR anodic films in aqueous electrolyte, The layer ob~

served here resembles this film since it is thin and conducting.
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VII. Conclusions

Ellipsometry is sensitive to events occurring on the Pb/PbS04

electrode and on corroding lithium surfaces. Characterization of sur~

face layers using this technique is possible. Analysis of ellipsometer

data using a multiparameter computer implemented model provides infor~

mation as to the thickness and porosity of deposited anodic films and

corrosion films.

Lead

At anodic current densities below 0.130 rnA/cm
2

ellipsometer measure~

ments from film-covered surfaces are difficult to analyze due to large

crystals which scatter light. Computed results are more accurate at

higher current densities since the morphology of deposited PbS04 more

closely resembles continuous films assumed in the optical theory. As

time proceeds anodic PbS0
4

deposits become less porous due to crystals

growing together and perhaps nucleation of new crystals. At film por~

o

osities of 0,3 to 0,4 and thicknesses of 600 ~ 1000 A the transport of

reactants through surface layers is impeded for current densities above

20,258 rnA/cm, This results in anodic oxidation at potentials above

0.0 volts (vs Hg/Hg2S0
4

) with the formation of a~Pbo2 and basic lead

sulfates. Upon interruption of current the potential falls to a stable

basic sulfate plateau of -0,6 V and the electrode is passivated (i,e,

there is no corrosion in the electrolyte), Depassivation of the elec~

trode is signaled by another drop in potential to the Pb/PbS0
4

reversi-

ble value and a simultaneous increase in 6 and decrease in Windicating

PbS0
4

film growth,

+
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Porosity of anodic films was found to depend on current density,

acid concentration and electrolyte transport condition implying a solu~

tion side mechanism. Conditions leading to a high concentration of

solubilized anodic products result in more compact film suggesting more

PbS04 nucleation sites. Current efficiency computed for high current

density experiments are between 75 and 85%. In this case material mus~ be

transported in solution away from the surface at high fluxes (corres~

ponding to current densities up to 0.2 rnA/cm
2

) in order to maintain a

mass balance. This suggests interfacial concentration of film~forming

species 3 - 5 orders of magnitude higher than the solubility of PbS0
4

,

Only colloidally aggregated PbS0
4

would exist at such high effective

concentrations since ionically dissolved material is ruled out, Inter~

facial refractive index is usually higher than in the bulk solution

supporting this possibility. Large crystals on the surface are probably

still formed from ionically dissolved PbS04 , their growth rate being

proportional to applied current density. This a linear rela

tionship between applied current and the log of PbS0
4

supersaturation.

Sublayers between crystals visible in SEM photographs are not

directly indicated from the analysis of ellipsometer data. At low

currents a sublayer is used to theoretically reproduce data but para~

meters describing it are uncertain. For an experiment at 1.33 rnA/cm2

the rapid jump (to 02 potential) was found to occur at such high porosity (0.6)

that a compact sublayer is thought to exist.

Termination of the reduction of PbS04 deposits is marked by the

onset of HZ evolution. This implies that the surface struct.ure of de

posited lead (and not the structure of PbS0
4

crystals) changes at this
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point making reduction of Pb
2+ unfavorable.

The ellipsometer provides a means to study the tial stages of

growth of PbS0
4

films at open circuit, The similarity in kinetics be~

tween this work and Lander's work confirms the ability of ellipsometry
o

to measure film formation rates even from surfaces with large (3000 A

and up) product crystals, Anodic film growth at low current densities

(0,011nA/cm2) is influenced by corrosion of lead in the electrolyte,

Lithium

Ellipsometer measurement from a clean lithium surface during reac-

tion with water vapor is possible, A corroded sample was found to have
o

a surface layer about 2000 A thick with a complex refractive index sug-

gesting non-stoichiometry,

Measurement of polarized light starting from a clean lithium surface

in contact with aqueous alkaline electrolyte is not feasible, Rapid

film growth, surface roughening and H2 evolution cause incident light to

be scattered, When an initial protective film is present to due reaction

with water vapor, ellipsometer measurements in aqueous alkaline electro-

lyte are possible for several seconds since transport of liquid water

through the protective film is limited,

+
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Appendix A

Relationship Between and dL/dt

For cubes the volue of the crystal is L3 (L is the length of an

edge) so that

dm
dt

d
dt

(L3p ) [AI)

where m is the mass of the crystal and p is its density. The rate of

mass gain ill per unit crystal area is

3
dL

[A2]m p
dt

+

The mass gain and i
CRYS

can be related using Faraday's law:

M i
CRYS [A3)m

where M is the molecular weight. Eliminating m from [A2] and [A3] gives

3 nF dL
M dt

C
S · dL. . I 1 ss d' .lTICe dt 1S proport1ona to n C-~ an 1CRYS 1S

s
Discussion, Lead ) we have

[M)

proportional to iT (see

iT
3 nF

M
K In

C
ss

C
s

[AS]

where K is a proportionality constant.
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Appendix B

S&mputer Outpu~.

Presented here are reproductions of computer output from the

programm RUFF, The following quantities which appear in the printout

are not used: LIMITING COVERAGE, TIME TO REACH C011PACT FILM I,

PASSIVATION TIME, TYPE 2 EFFECTIVE REFRACTIVE INDEX and VOLTS. Other

parameters in the printout are described in Table III. Codes at the

top of the output specify which model in the program is to be applied

to the data. Porosity of the Type I film at the top initial

porosity. At the bottom are given experimentally measured~, 6 and

+

times. Computed values of~, 6 and dimension of layers are also

given. At the top left of the output are experiment numbers which

correspond to experiments analyzed in Chapter V.
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P891 1.33"£ RE"'3Z'~ 30 1H

CODES. :I..l.3.1i."u'S.6.1.3 '" :I..ill. :I..ll. @.<!I. • :1..1.1. :I..@. 3.@. Ilh@.
CODES. <JI.ll1.11.J.1l.:l.J.lli, '" :1..11. 1l.1l. 5.11. • 1I.11. 1l.4:l. 11.11.
~EYNOLDS HUMBER '" JZ@~.1l

EFFECJI~f RfFR.liC1IVE IHDICES .liHO fORO~IrIES.

UPE 2: fIbM 1.IilU 44.0l}1l1l I .'>99
TlfPE :I. fILM 106ii.. 1l.IHlIIJl I • %2
TlfPE :I. HYOR.lijE :1..314 ll.II@1l1i I .933
£ECONOAR'l' CRYSUi.S 1.599 i'lwIHl~@ I .5U'
,~(lI,IGHNESS Z.@5<J1 @J.'>OJ6 I III.!UO
~UHBER Of SECO~g.liR1f SIifS/SQCM .6:1.f~1l9 lIMIrING COVER~'E .95@
CRYSTAL. RATE Of SEC. CRYSTALS ~HA/SQCM) .:l.1~

CRYSTAL. RATE Of lYPE2 fILM (MAFSQCM) .016
SUPERS.liTURATION OF IONS. 1010 .rIHE 10 RfACH(Sb .~O

UITIAI. OISSOlUTION CURRENT IMUSQC!'l) .U~1

rIMES. ONSET OF SEC. CRYSrAlSISEC) l.O ppr. CONSTANT IS» 6.@
IHE TO COMPLETE P~JCH CO~ER.liGE 6.3

rIME 10 REACH COMPACT fIl.M I 8g~.0 S
PACK '" a~3.@ TOISS = 6.@

DEHYDRAJION IMAF~QCHb 1.16E
EfFECTIVE fILM 1~HMSQCH) 1.@.?l1
wIDlH TO HEIGHT OF SEC. CRYSiAlS. :I..g@@
I~IrI.li1. PATCH COVERAGE .~57

FlIIlAl POROSIH Of i1fP£ I fIl.M .536
?ASSIVAiION TIME 7@0.@@

VE. OISJ'NCE BETWEEN EXP. AND THEORY .'>21 40fG)

UPEUH::Hf THEORY fHICKNESSES UH
rIME lSI I ~MA/SQCIU VOliS DEi. PSI DEL PSI HPfl HPH ) n)E1UH SECONl:llliU COli

.Il 1. JIIJ 1.@1l1! il'f!I.@U il'l!.1(l01li Jl.Ut)) II.~ ll. Il @ ll.ii l.iUlll
II 1. JllIll 1.11ll(l 1&.IlU JZ. 15.124 31.1IU Z:hil' ll. IJ =.ll ,,(I "l!@1l

2.ll 1.JllIl :l..llU 1,>.UlII 3J.UIl! il'3.995 32.'H2 23. 513. Ii, @.IJ .11 .IU
3.ll 1.JOY 1.11UI n.l&u 33.111111 12.3&:.1 33.633 23.1 Ja5,,~ =.11 .1 "IlU
4.1l 1.31l1! 1.1l1l1l 11.lll!ll 3~.5lll! 1'1.1151 3,>.556 23" 7! 31i,6.S @.@ 1.,1) 0111U
5.1) 1.311il 1.11llll 6S.6U 35.5U 111.13& 35.315 23.1 3:1. '11. g =.111 6.1 .lliU
6.1) 1.3ilil :I..illill 611. au 36.@1I@ 69.~EHI J5.9111i, 23.1 3:1.'>. J @.il 211.1 @!Ill
1.@ 1.3@ll 1.ll1Hl 611 OU J6.6111l 680531& JE.9U 2.1101 3561. J @.Il ~1&.6 .IUlil
!!l.1l 1.31fhl 1.1I1i1(i 661 ,>@Ill Jr.3U 63.152 31.6~:I. 23.1 %2109 @.l! IU.1 "Ul!
9.1J 1. J£HJ :I..1l1l1l 611. 31.8011 68.255 J6.3~1 23 0 1 ~a5.S =.11 :I.,H.5 .,IIU

=1 @1 @1 @I @1

+
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1 PB92 @~5%~A 3.1M R~m3Z'O

COOr::S. 1.2.3A.%.5.6.7.S" 1.0. 1.0. 0.0. 1.0. 1.1l. 1.0. ].0. 0.0.
, '9 1:) 11 .12.13.14 m 1.0. 0.0. 5.0. 3.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.

31t1(h)~O

~ffftT1VE R~fRAcr1VE I~OICES A~O POROSITI~S.

TYPE 2 FIL~ 1.180 O.ODDO I .210
TYP~ 1 fILM 1.~'91 0.0000 I .929
TYPE 1 HYORAT~ 1@310 O@OOOO I .990

~ri~~:~~:~~~.----tRr~l:~S ;"3~i~~~ 0.0000 I O~!JHJO • D3~
~UMBER OF seCONDARY S1T~S/SQCM .18~~09 LI~ITI~G COVERAGE .950
CRYSTAL. R~TE OF SEC. CRYSTALS (MA'SQt~~ 100
CRYSTAL. RAT~ OF TYPE2 FILM I~A/SQCMI. .130
SU'ERSATJRATIO~ OF IONS. 101' .1I~~ TO ~EAtH(S! OeOO

)1 O~ CURRENT I~A!5QtM~ .0056
'lSI;TCWlfSUlSISl:1:J '3.~--

TIMe TO CryMPlEr~ PATCH COV~R~GE 3103
rlMF TO R~ACH to"P~CV filM X 800.0 S
T'ACK m 800.0 10155 $ 31.3
DEHYDRATION RATE "A'SOC"! .523

fILM CURRENT(M~!5QC~1 .498
In SH. C&r'fSUlS', .o~::rrr

INITIAL PATCH COV~R'GE .658
fiNAL POROSITY O~ TYPE I fiLM .012
PASSIVATION TIME 100.00
AvE. D!STA~CE E~P. AND THEORY 1.333 IDEGI

\:ltP"lIlJEJlfr- -" -, -- '" -- - 'THiEl1IllV- Tl1ll:XNB'Sl'S II. J
1ll!:'(SI 11 V)llS OEl PSI I)El ll'SI 'I',/,PII:2 n'EU nfHIHI SEtO~l:ljUty 0'11

0.0 O::lD 13.820 n.1»90 13.820 34.1&>90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (l.1llii:l0
(I · 1.000 lIlO J6,,;nO 12.%15 35.0313 20. 0.0 -,,0 .0 .0OIll
0 .65~ 69.1(.1) 37.751:1 69.011:1 36" 197 lO.S 25].6 -.1) 5'5.0 .O/H}

n;531f '--'58-';"Til-- -'o~r-'---3T;,-nr.!r------N;'S' -,,-0
(} ,,65~ 10 39.800 1>9.100 3\ll.l53 lOs 521.5 -.0 "Oil

10. · lI>00630 10.199 3il11.~O~ 20.1!l 561. -.0 .{n.~

0 ~2.1 n.l7l1> 40,,905 20,,8 5'l113.~, .011»
14." 43.390 14.590 126 20,,8 I!l -. .on

44.92tll 11.810 11>4.859 20.8 61 -00
lIT~I\ls-1'----1&7.11]'5 6'10.9 -"

lO.O 85.190 48,,220 85.880 48,,1123\ 605.5 -.0 1113,,5 .022
22.0 · 8'll.560 1I>'l!,,9HI 90. 50,,301 596.1 -.0 913.5 .02'1>
24.(l .6154 94.500 9'1>.892 51.34l1> 515.3 -.0 9l1>JJ..1» .Ol5

( 26. .654 100.060 99. U!l4 510869 511.9 -.0 961.1 .021
10'1>.&1>20 54.. 230

SJ~no '
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1.0 1.0. 0.0. 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 3.0. 0.0.
0.0. 0,,0. 5,,0. 0..0. 0.0. 0.0.

EffECTIVE ~Ef~AC1IVf INOICES A~O PO'OSI1IE5.
l'IIPE :2 fH.M 1.980 O.'}OOCl .236
TYPE I filM l.fZ~ 0.0000 I .610
fYPE I HwCRATe l.l'.IO 0,,0000 I ,,951
SECtN[A~1f CRYSTALS 1.116 0.0000 1 .300
ROi.lGHNf~rs.--
I\UIlI!!lfl' Of £ ,,12E+09 lJl'llG tOYflUGE ,,960
cnSnl. UfEOll: SEC" CRYSTALS lliiAISQ04Ih
CRYSTAL" RATE Of l1fP~2 filM ~MA/SQCMI ,,031
SUPERSUUUHON cr luNS. 1,,10. TO'R,EllICIW$loOO
INITIAL 01 SSOlUTI(1N biJRREf\!l ~ !'i;\/SQC"l1 .0020_h __ ---rlM£S-i-UI6Irrn:---sn;-;-·Of'fSTlil[SlSlftID --y-;.;I-"'l", (;ml5~-----------------------
1'1 ~f 10 to'UTE PJllli,;H COVfUGE 39",5
TUllE 10 IUI(H ((jI$J!lcr fRI>II I1HllO",tl S
'f "(1'( '" TiJ iSS " 3"l", 5
1:1E14'!'OUHIUN tIllW5QC"lj ",391'
EffEC11VE fllill (UF~~~'(IIl~/SQ(1Il1 .381
wnll'rH,,(rll~~-SFt;-[!it1'SfU:S. --r.;;llJm)J-----·--
UHTUl 'AltH COYEillSil;> E e 1~1

f UdAl POlllDsnv Of TlfiJ Ii: I f ;';.-8fil
PI$$ lilliE 100",00
AVE. I'IIIT"'f6~ ElU';';l1,lIiOTIlf£lJlity 10220 flll£Gl

IHi!EtSI H1'II1/5Qi(1'I1 '1C1ln IDEl PSI

c",O
leCi
4 ..0

1"0-",0
12.(1
Il.O ,,~H'l' leOlO;)
20 .. 0 ",5 1.000
24.0 - '" Jl. .000
21E.0 .. 511 1,,000

,,0- - -------!fl:T------r;
3t"O ",!Sll 1.000 113.350
40",(1 ",!!!Jl.l 1 ",O(l(j -122.500
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COCES. 1.2.3A.4.5,~.1.8: 1.. 1.0 0.0. 1 0, 1.0, 1.0, J@Q 0.0.
CODES <;.10,11.3,12 13.14 '" O. 0.0, 5@0. 3.0. O@O, 0.0, 0.0.
~EV~(lCS ~UM!'E~ % 480.0
EffECTIVE REfRACTIVE INDICES AND POrOSITIES.
TYPE 2 fILM 1 880 0.0000 1 .380
TYPE 1 fIli\ll 1@421 0.0000 I @119
TVPE I HVCRATE 1.:k.5 a.OOO\) I 1.000
SECCNUI<Y CRYSTAlS 1.4E4 0.0000 I @725
RCLGH~ESS 1.]~3 -~.1818 I C.OOD
NUMBER Of SECONDARV ~IIES/SQC .55E+09 lIMITING COVERAGE .950
CRYSTAL. RATE Of SEC. CRYSTALS (i\IlA/SQCMI, .008
CRYSTAL. PATE Of TYPt2 F lM l"'A/SeCMI. .010
SUPERSATURATION Cf IJNS. 1.10 .TIMl" TC REA(HIS~ .15
INITIAL CISSOlUnCN ';'Ul'iH:f\lT MAlSQCMI ,,0052
TIMES. lJI\sn OF SEC. CRYSTALS {SEn 7.0 ""1". ttlllS,tlNT lSl -t1li,,-o ------------------------------------------------------------------
ni"l" TO CO"PlHE PAT\.I-! COVERAGE 2A"l.1
T ME 10 REACH (["PACI FIl~ 33.0 S
TPACK '" 33.0 TJISS = 289.1
tEI-'l'DfiATHlN RATE Oltl/SQC 1 .01'9
EffECTIVE fILM CURR6drl~A/SbCMI 016
IdOlH TO HEIGHT Of SH. CRYSTll;lS-.-- 1.000
nHlXlll PAT 0-1 CO\l'EIVlb f ,,621

IF II\Al PCROSlTV Of TVii' f I fll .891
PASSI~AllON lIME 100.00
IIWE. CISUN(If eEHlfE. EXP. i\NO THEORY ,,131 IDEG~

FJ\1"FRI1'I8IJT --T~- ----- ---------~~-------- ---------------------

TIME lSI IIMMSQCM \fell TS DEL PSI DEl PSI nPE2 TVPH f PEU S[CONDIU'lV [0\1

C.O " 1.000 11.800 3'5.450 71.1'99 35@450 0.0 O@O 0,,0 0,,0 O@OOO
2C@0 " 019 1.000 70.580 36.260 70.4~1 36. 95 .0 0.0 -. 916.3 .046
40.0 · 19 1.000 69.9<:'0 3~.980 10.601 360685 .0 20.8 -00 11210,4 .069
60.0 001 <;l • (laC!, ·_---TI.:f5U "f'ff"UlCf- 7I~~9'9 --- ---:rr;,--rrv----- --,,-0--- -----zz;u---------=-.o--A~Z"1:------@~--

80.0 " 1.000 3.340 38.860 13.159 38.201 23.4 -.0 1453.0 . '5
100.0 • 01'9 1.000 76.330 31'9.590 76.122 39@113 .0 24. -.0 15631"l'l .1314

4C .019 .000 132" 930 40.'lI40 82,,216 40,,834 ,,0 26.5 -,,0 1127@ 163
1 .0 .019 1 00 8<).320 350 89.'Hl 41.632 . 28.9 -.0 1836.'9 .Ul..
220.0 G19 .000 94.900 41 BO 95.319 41.047 .0 31. -GO 190'll.9 ,,199
260.0 .019 .1)00--- '91'l;''910 4o-;-ZmJ - -'98.'9'21 ?Jv.-,,-zv------------;O----- ----~.-e------------__=o--o---~y -----,,~-
300.0 • 01 '9 1.000 102.120 3<;.020 101.646 38.491 .0 31.1 -. 2003,,3 ,,219
3"'-(.0 .019 .000 106.730 :'I 530 107.~56 38.392 .(1 38,,2 -.0 2090,,8 ,,239
42C.O .019 1,,000 10.380 34.210
5CC.C ,,019 1.000 115,,040 30.5i':O
56C.C .019 1.000 119.500 27.400

-"._._., .._-,._-. ...__ ._..•_."._-_ .._-,--_._ •.._--~-,_._._--_._._----~ --,.._-~._,._--,----_._--_._.-._ ....• _-
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+-

tGDES. 1.2.34.4,5,6.1,3 = 1.0. 1.C. 0.0, 1.0, 1.0. 1.0. 3.0. 0.0.
CODES. 9.10.11.3.12.13 14 = 1.0, 0.0. 5.0. 3.D. D.O. C.O. 0.0.
~EYNOlDS NUMcl~R = 48C.0
EffECTIvE kSfRACTI~E iNCiCES ~NG PC~CSITiES.

H'PE 2 fILM 1.1:180 0.0000 I 400
lYPE 1 FILM 1.191 O.OOOO! .91e
nilE 1 HYDRA1;: 1.3£>9 O.COOO 1 .992
SECONDARY CRifSTAlS 1.380 c.aooo I .000
~CUGHNfSS 1.085 -l.5011 1 0.000
~UMaER Of SECONDARY Sll:S/SQCM .11:+09 lI~11ING COYERAGE .950
(RYSTAl. RATE Jf SEC. CRYSTALS IMA/SQCMI. .094
CRYSTAL. RATE Of TYPE2 fILM l~j/S~(M~. .090
SUPERSATURATION Of IUNS. I.IC .TIME TO REAtHISI .00
l~ITIAL JISSOlUTICN CURRENT IM4/SQCMI .0018
HI'IES. OI\SH 01- SSC. (l'(1ISTALSISECI 5.0 ~l-AN+-+S-!--- 8.(t
lIME TO COMPLETE PATCH COVERAG~ t5.2
~ f6REACrl COMPACT fILM 800.0 S
l11'ACI( '" 1:100.0 10 SS '" 65.2
[E~'!IDRATION RATE IMA/S~CMl .384
EffECT! ilE f LM (rJRRENlIMA/S!iCI"I .361
~IDTH TO H~1 Jf SEt. CRYSTALS. 1.Dao
INITIAL PATCH COVERAGE .819
fINAL POROSITy Of TYIlE I F l~ .104
fASS'~ItN TIME 100.00
~ilE. OI~rANCE BEr~EEN EXP. 1.109 10EG

ellPEI< IMENT TI-:ECI'!Y lHH:KNE£SES IAI
TIME IS~ II"lAl£QC;41 ~OL1S DEl PSI PSI lYPE2 lYPEUFl I SECOllJI;UY 0011'

5.0 leOOO 15.210 35~J40 15.514 34.122 21e1 0.0 -eO .0 eOOO
10.0 1.000 12.510 )o.IHO 13.199 31.01 21. 315.5 -. 816.6 .009
1".0 000 13.140 38.420 13.,~11S 38.4'98 21.·1 -.0 1 .OO"il
20.0 1.000 15.110 40.480 14.103 39. BJ5 21.1 545.2 -@;J '932e .010
25.0 1.000 18.100 41.:'00 16.120 41.193 2' .1 591. -. 951!i.,8 .,010
30.0 1.000 8(.680 43.,040 19.698 42. 210 620.b -.(J 984,,6 .on
35.0 0000 84.500 45.000 83.623 "<4,,112 21.1 639.1 -.0 1009.0 .01
'.0. (l 1 ooe 1.t20 46.560 118~454 45e662 2' .1 650.1 -eO 1033,,6 "OIl.
50.0 1,,000 98.550 48.510 100.201 48.102 21.1 .1 -.0 1011'.6 ",0131
55.(J 1$000 H11.000 50.000 106.944 50.102 ;2 I. 655.9 """<t:>V 1098.6 .013
60,,(l 1.000 114. do20 51.440 lU.120 51..326 210 651.11 -.0 HU.5 ,,014

-1 -1 -1 -1
{-
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pall7 .BBB "l/SaC" RE =480 3.U· 1i12S04

COl:lES. 1.2.31.4.S.6.7.t'J:: 1.11, 1.11. 1.11. 1.11. 1.1II. loll. 1l.1!4 !I.ll.
eCl:l£s.' -,}.-tll.-tt.:!.tl.:t~.l£j" ll.ll. I:I.@. "i.ll. 3.11. ~.o. lI.ll.

NU"BE~:: 4!D.D
E IVE REfRICTI\I£ lNDICES Il.I-;O DO!l'.OS!TIf<;.
1W'1"1: 2. fILM 1.Ull 4l.11CIHI! .IHIG
TYPE 1 fIll'l 1.i'l76 il.Il114111 I .1U
TYPE 1 i'iYIJPAlE 1,:H6 1l.lHlllO I • <:leo
Sifeo~l)MtY CftYS'flilS 1.662 ll.otHIO I .4IH!
ROOGt'NESS 1.llH -3.1482 r !l.001l
N~8fR Of SECCNtl~Y S~lES/sac~ .28E+OQ lIMITING CCVE~AGE .~511

CKW'SlA~. RIl.1E ~f SEC tR~SrAlS IHI/50tHI. .101l
CI'!'l'SlIH•• IU"';;: Of T'ffE2 1'"!I."1 H!ll/SQ~!'I1o .146
SUPERS.ilTURUION OF 10l-S. 1.tIl .'''1!''!;= TO ~EIC!'llIS • GIl
IMITIAl OISSo-lUlIC~ eu~E«'f HtMSOCM I .1fI0lll
T O~SEl Of SEC. C~YSrAlSISEG ~.o PPf. CONSTANT I~ 2.e
lIME COI"!P~ErE P.i\TC~ CCVERAGE ~6.1

T1ME TO REAC~ CCMI".i\(l FIl~ : 33.0 S
TPACt< ::: 33. TIHS::;:: ~"'.7

(]Ei'I'I';JI;lATIOi'l RITE IliA/SQCMI .31!14
£FffC1I\'f 1"11.;-# eu~ttHI"!I!l/'SQC!H .341
WIOT~ TO ~EIG~l OF SEC. CR'I'STAlS. 1.000
INITIAL PITCH CaVERAGE .563
fINAL POROSIT T1PE I FILM .0@1!l
PASSIVI!lTION :tHE 00.00
ill liE. OIST ANeE 8ETWEE lEX F. AND 1""1;;:01','1' 2.1~::I HIE GI

EX"" E"'.I "lENT ",!"EORY TWfCl(NESSE~ II I
rIHE ) I HUl/::OCl'l . lIellS DEL ~~! DEL PSI "I''l'PIEe: 'nPE:IIU" I 11"£111' } SECC!H:liW'I' ecv

5.41l ::l~~ 6':'1.311l 3'Jl.5'511 l'1." ®9 41.1111> lile II f @ 1H*:I U'5
U.1l . • ®l! £,1. 3Il1l 12.n9 liZ.""'1 @ II it ::I '5 ~~E :? .fJ22
15.&- f il>111 ~2. 541l 11,.1li5 43.2:2 II 2111. '" '5 ([, U101'.2 • 31

.lil . 4611 ~Hjll l''!!.Z<:ll I,I,,,,Il!;J)'9 II 1.2 11" '"
1,1

25.1) • 311~ 1I6.4~1I 105.6811 1!l6.1$!l6 4'5 5101 il.ll Ut. :I ".:Ill lil 3'H SlQ. 3'511 <;lE • H, 1I>1.~!2 fl. U.").1 11&<;3.6
.~5.11 t US. 3211 ~l. .,H!l I,ll .1413 II> ll. 13 ~.l! 1'5;~\l 1113l~. e 13.2!HI 41<lb UIIl.'51'Jl 41.111/'2 I!!.W 1'5lh5 H~"." •

127.2'Sill 4'Si.l!3ll 1215.1@1 .Mll @.!] lf 1,. 2 1@ .If .~~'!

IHI. .31!l@ 33.2'5® e.3.15@ lH 2ie. 112 llJ.ll 15'51,.1: 111,.3 UI:I,.~ ·61ij II .386 1~1.3211 316.3\\11)
65.ll .JBil> 141o.351l 33 8511

( 11l.0 3811 145.181l 31.861l
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PBl~l 258 MA/SQrM R:"48Cl 3.1>'1 U2S04

1.0. 1.0 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0. 3.0, 0.0.
" n.l). 0.0,5.0,3.0,0.0. a.o. 0.0.

E

frfE(TI~~ RSfRACTI~E INDIC~S A~D PCRCSITI:S,
TYPE 2 FIl4 1.8~O 0.0000 1 .268
lYPE 1 FILM IG1~S 0.0000 1 .630
l'1'&>1i: 1 riVeRATE 1.4iJS O. CO(jO I .942
~j.~~.~a;~Rs\i l.blG ').GOOG 1 .495
~ -3.5020 1 0.(:100
~uMaER OF S~CONDAR\i SI;~S/SQCM .29E+09 IMITING COVERAGE .930

RATE Of S~C. CRYSTALS IMA/SQCMI, .080
RAr~ OF TVP~2 FILM IMA/SQC11, .044

SUPERS AT JRAT ION OF lC'fI: S, .1')" PIE TO Kc AtiH S I .00
01 ION CUPR:=NT I MAl I • CHI 52

• Si:C. Td. Ctili~lANTnl 3'5eO
1 ~E TO CCMPl2TF. PATCH COV~k~G: 10~eO

lIME TO Rr:ACH COMPACT FILM 1 100. S
PACK 3 100.0 TDISS" 100 0

CEriVOkAIION RATE IMA/SQCM~ .246
EffECT ;J~ FlUI IMAlS<JC'l1 235
,,10TH TO HEIi>Hf s~t,,;tpY-$rAL$T.()OCl

INITIAL PATCH CGV~RAGr- .18i
fINAL PJROS1TV Of rVp~ 1 fILM .165
f~SSIVATION TIME 10().0~

~VE. DISTANCE ~~r"E~N PoX!". A~D THEORV 5.319 IDEG~

-:::)(PtR IMg;;f1·· .----.-.. -----.--'fH~~\i'------ -THl~jUJ'E;);)"'-SlAi
HM"ISI [:'1AI S",C ,"12 ~OlTS Dl;l PSI on PS T'II'EHf TVP!': UU Sf.CONDARV CObi'

5.J .25a 1.000 16.060 33.590 71.324 32.295 0 -.0 .
lO~() .258 000 14.020 34.930 14.430 33. 19.5 .0
20.0 .,,58 1.000 12.861) 31'."'l(1 13.012 35.413 21.<;) 331.2 ~.()) .1
30.) • Z')8 - -lJ<-.Too-· . 40.79(j-- --rr';sjjT- :rr';~)4!---- ---21;9-·-·· -. '"40.0 .2:JiB 19.16J 160 19.961 39.5'il6 21 .000
so•.J · 53 SiholO 41.280 80.610 43.t:lM 21.<:) 0. -.0 3\ ,,000
60.0 25 9S.510 50.690 99,,020 41.109 21.9 864.0 -.0 141.5 ,,001
10.0 .25", 116. 050 HI'", 52.369 21.9 922. -.0 I' .002
80.0 .258 136.090 55.13 () 1311.510 54.193 2 9 9M).5 -.0 '011. .005
85. · -55~-211o---nl~·901 ....... -54.H~Z--·---2T,;iI)-- -.0 501.5 .orn
95. 258 1.000 161>.000 52.640 161.026 53.103 2h9 980.3 -.0 61'0. .013

105. ~25 1.0CW 185.080 49.210 119.864 51.666 -" 849,,2 .021
13.v 1$25 1.000 1<92.190 40.350 191.958 48.509 21.9 U21.9 -.0 HI03. .,029

130.0 ~2j8 1.000 190.260 44.5>40 199.929 3S.461 21.9 1295.1 -.0 1298.0 ~Q48

135~J .258 .000 1<,19.500 4:h 110 192,,164 33.516 21.9 1363.1 -.0 141H.8 .050
-I ---T-·
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~\~

,,950

1'1>,,0

,,00

WEGI1.;;34

.1(;119

.011:))
,,9
I.OCO

"e93

(uots. 1.2.34.4.5.6.1.8 s I.Q. 1.0 I) • 1,,0. 1.0. .c. 0.0. 0.0.
(uCE5.. 9.10 1 12.1~ 1 .... C"IJ. ",,,l1o ,,0. 3,,0. 0.0. 0.0. lJ"o.
Rl~~C1CS 0
tffELTIVE REFRacTIVE INa leES A~D PCK~5ITIES.

JVP!: 2' fill'''! 1,,8130 O.OiJo"" J ",54@
T'l'H 1 nll~ 1,,:U '"CUe) .a!!il
H'H I H'H~An 1.411 c1.()OJ!,) I ",93<iii

ECCN8ARV CRYSTALS I.~t~ 0.0000 I ,,49~

1,,611 -)",606J I (,,000
~U"ilH CF 5ftt'~I:,!l,k1f j I .l5/E'\I>09 HUT IlIiG·tI:JVIJUlGIE
C.'<,\,SYIIl", FI!lH; OF Sf(,. CR.'\' S I I.
(i<HUl. RIlE Cf T'l/Pi;? f h,M I •
SUPEk£ATb~AlIC~ tt gLN~. lelO ,T!ME Ie ~e~tH€£i

. !1\;!1 III CiSSellJ'!' U:'" ;';Uj-.,RiE'1T .1\/~Qti"!li "IHUO
T!tES. (~SET Cf SEt. (~VSrALS&SEtl l1eO "re 'G~STANT ~S!i

T!itE TL C(~Pl/ETE ~AT~H CC~fR~bl 4u e O
l!~E Ie RE~CH (C~PAli fll~ !i ~3"C ~

TP'(~ ~ 33.0 lJISS s ~~eO

[Et~C~AI!eN RillE 6"~/S~CM!i .!il~

Hf!EtlllilE fUI" rUIlH,.i!'IA/:iGtt'li
(L~~fhT FRA(TI[a F(P~ING RCUGt~E55

tlhlL TtltKNE55 [F FJUGH~E5S

~IClt T~ tf!Gtl Gf s~c. CRW51IlS.
iNlil~ FAllH '(VERI~E .~18

i HAL fCROS H'f elf n,. E i F Il'"
fA~~I\~rli(~ TI~E 100.JO
AVE. CISTANCE eEl~EE~ EIP. ~~c THECA'

('

('

c
(

EII'ERII'lInH 11'll1Hlf\1l' lHltKHUSUUH
TUft U I I M~/S;;;{'MIJ vulTS eEl PSI DEL PSI l1I'PU l'tPEUfll npuu'll SlU;GNOAIIl'W tll::'1:1

C.O .130 I. .OI,J j!li!.4tC 3).BI'I(; 18... 5'> 3J.IUHI llJell 0.0 0,,0 o.,e Il.ClOO
H:.Cl ,,130 .co; 16.1110 16..1U )~,,2 0"
2C.O ,,13:1 I"or) l1"UlC :3 ;';'>(1 19"t30 36" 36.. 2 411.
3C@V .130 l"JliJ '1'8.560 3l!.530 1<;. tall 36,,1iiI64 ".2 lil"',,5 iO)e~ 101.,], ,,(I:ll
41,.0 .130 1.COL! ACel'wO 3'>.3«;0 Su.ZIt&, 39,,10ib )~"l iHl'S"l 160,,1 IJ<Il,,!\'l .Ol4
5(;~O ·,,130 k.aOU 84" 120 JoI" )';;;0 83"A!H 42e l 36",2 1
bC.O .130 1.OOJ S'ii.CllO 4~.i)20 llll).ll'i£> ~4. 16.2 !'.II
1(:.0 .Uo t .atll <';4.0~O "'44 ..1lilll '94,,136 43,,891 316,,2 II, 1 :))I!lI,,'i '64.. 1 ",01.
1'(,,0 e 1.OJO lCO", 200 45",180
';!J.O 130 I.OOCII Hll .....C 41,,2 .. 0

liC{).J 13«: l.Oil» u'Q.6tO 4li,,51C
1,1.':,,0 elJo 1 eOO:) US'" 'l"'PC 4ge110
12(.0 .13il 1.(jJ(l 134.130 'i>ge11llO
13C.0 ,,130 1.000 143,,(;10 ~8,,<f;60

(

('

(

+



1Ill8U4 e 1.3CMlI/SOC\1ll flilr:'E COI\IVEC"'WN 5'" M"S04

",~5"

1<11>,,0

«DECI

lIMiTING tOV~~jlGE

",018

12",234

lICH€SI
...00.10 ._
PPT. C~NSTjlNT (SI

._._...097-..
,,<:101'>

,,')

!"O/liO

,,010

tOOfS. 1 leO. 1,,(), 0,,0. 1.,0. 1.,0. l e "l. ~,,"l. f'l"I'l.
tiJllifS. _.,}"i'll. 0 ...'.:'.. 5.".'.:'.. ::,,,'.'. 1)".1}. '.'".0. _')".'.' .•
~EY~LOS ~M!'le~ s ,,~

EffECT!VE ~Ef~AtTI\lf IMOJtf~ liND POlilOSITIES.
TYPE 2 FILM ,,!!~ o"n~,~ I ,,"~.

TyPE 1 FliLM 1" 131 0" (loot) I ,,900
TY'E 1 HYlJllU!\ TE 1" 38 5 '" 01'1(1) I ,,~<!JIf'j

SEtOl'UlAR'Ii' tRYSTI\lS .1."fll'? .0...:1!l00 L "'!~_ 6
~OIJGH?IESS 1,,611 I 0,,000
?IIJIIII'lER Of SECONOIU'y M e:28\'Et-I'l'9
tlilYSTAl" ~ATE OF SEC" CIillYSTAIS ~"'~/SOC~I.

RATE Of TYPE2 fit'" II'IA/SOC"'».
SUPE~S ION Of IONS. "."" .TI"'~ Tn
lli:tTI AlJ:l!SSOlUT.1.!IJN. .tuR.lt91!_.t~lJSQCl'lj

TiMES. ONSET Of SEt", t~YST~lSISEt» 11,,0
TIME TO tO~PlE1E ~ATC~ COVERAGE 186",6

lIE Tn REIU:H CO~~lICT Pl."! i 3~"O S
TPAtK s 33 .. 0 TlHS" '" ~.1!l6 .. 6
lllEHYDIUlT!()N ~ATIE (~A/SQCMID ,,~2C1

Eff£i!:UYE fILM CUlt!'!!:.."!! UU/:iOCM.j
CUIIl~ENT flflAtnl1N fOIUlltNG 1kO\ICHNESS
fiNAL THICKNESS Of ROUGHNESS
WiDTH TO HEIGHT Of SEC .. C~YSTlitS.

INHUL p~rtH COVEll.IlGE ,,7'""
f NAl POROSITY OF TY~IE I filM

'Ii.UlQ"".! !!tE__ ._._l..oo....aIL_. ._. _._._..__
DIST~NtE BETWEEN €IN!) TI-lEORY

Ti-lIiEOIlilY 'fHlr~NESSi=S€1!\

'I' ~s ID I UU\/SQiCM I VOlH OEt PSI illS! "YIllE! TY~E:; f "'E: I C"''lf

_. __:!iI!"..~.6.!l.. ..._..lL~~ .... _::l::L.J.UI.0- ____..~:_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~__.. __.4 __ .. _" _ .. __. $..:-_____ ._A ____._. _____

6) !"otHl !'J'9"OClI;I 43,,000 '915 "1'2 (Jll(:1! ~ e CI:98
10,,0 1",000 9<\",1 ()O <\ip,,30Q <11><\", 6 ¢)l'9 ,,'Jl :I '111 ~£'!'€' "'P

80,,0 ! ¢)l'9" 613! 46,,855 '%le':~ "" 5-.' -',- '$

'90,,0 1,,000 41",!'90 H19", O!'l<\ 48,,4:t'1 ",0 ,
~ '1'5"5" I

,,0 .. 131(1 l"OOIj} 116,,860 "'I!l .. Hl'l .. !'Jl!l 5"'" 0~ 615.8 ,,?~,,'" ?1I'I.4 .~<II>6., .. _...Br... L':l.(L... _l.1.3"1_9f' __.. __.~'9a21':.L .. !21.....?1l.__ .. ..-a-O .. __,~_~5_-Sl::' .._._..____ ._-Z5_~..$~_ ..._.~ :::J~j~2~

1!. [) ,,~. 310 1",000 1310 49" 135",059 4&,664 "'''>6" , ::"89,,'11 I_33'l." ? "fil51'j
130.. 1} 130 000 1",31,,610 1 lj.?l. 676 lj.8.!!l~ .IS '3?~ @!' ''',,<II>. '5 . 5'

-I -1 -f -I

-_... - ~~ ... - -,_. - ._- ._._-._~-. ----



PBUS e2S8IU/SQt" 1ll':"~8(1 S,,(l1'! HlSIJ~

,,990

;u"o

,,00

~(jIllSlANl i 51

1,,(1, 1,,0, (1,,0.
Q. ),,0. 0. 0,,0, •

PORCS IT lIES •
"lOO
..100

.. 9'1>1
,,60@

l"O
'!Ill,,1

100,,0 5
9l,,1

"un

(I,..,CooES. 1
9,

EffECllVE IllEfRA(ll~ INDices AND
lYPE 2 fill'! 1,,110 0,,0000 I
TYPE 1 fllH 1,,110 0,,0000 I
lYPE 1 HYDRATE 1,,~06 O"OO@(I I

1"S5J I
-1,,)590 I o"oo@

h~lfR Of $iCDHDA~Y ,,10e~09 ~IMllING COVERAGE
CRYSTAL" a~Tf Of SEC" CHA/SQtl'll. ,,020
CRYSTAL" RATE Of lYPEl fllH CH~/SQ~i. ,,011
S~PfRSA1~RAIION Of IONS. 1,,1~ Ii'll TO REACH€SI

DI CURRENT €.4£'S~C~~

CRYS1AlS'
1l"E 10 COMPLETE PAltH COVERAGe
liNE 10 REACH (OHPACl filM I
lPAtK ~ 100,,0 lOISS"
DEHYDRATI~ RATE €MA/SQt"1

111
HfIGHT Of SEC.. CRYSTALS, 1..000

INITIAL PATC~ tOYERAGE ,,509
fiNAl POROSITY Of TYPE 1 fILM .. 081
'ASSIYATION liME 100,,00
AIfE" IHSTANCE I:lIHIilJEEN EX'" AND THliHJRY 1.. 169 'DfGI

eXPEIUMENT THfOU lHI(KNfSSI!SU)
HMEU) H~A/SQ';U YOLTS DEL PSI DIL PSI n,El n,Ud f) npuuu SECONOARlf COY

0,,0 "lSi 1,,@00 13..100 :Mi .. iOO 13..199 35,,100 0,,0 0,,0 0,,0 0,,0 O"OQlO
5,,0 "l51!1 1.. 000 1l,,1I00 31,,1100 ll", 10l 1I6",ll"t ",0 Il1,,1 - ..0 12l.. 0 ,,@OS

10,,0 "lSi 1,,000 11,,1~O 11,,115 ,,0 1 - .. 0 ..OtilO
IS"O "lSI 1,,000 11"lOO 11,,913 31 ,,0 - .. 0 -1tt,l" ,,01)6
lO.. 1) "lSI 1.. 000 n ..olo 12"120 119,,100 .. 0 601,,6 - ..0 181..6 ,,006
2S,,0 "lSi! 1,,000 12,,100 12,,911 ~O..691 00 4l>llloli>,,"t -00 IllOS@i ,,001
30eO @2Si 10000 13.. 230 111.. 011 'U ..612 .. 0 1"t!ii,,2 - ..0 1122.. 0 .. 001
3S,,0 "lSI 1,,000 15,,000 14t.. tilOiIll 4tS,,061 .. 0 11~,,5 -,,0 lllllil>..2 ..001

.. lSi 11,,590 16,,110 4tl,,152 ,,0 1'1>104

.. lSI 11,,000 50.. 510 ,,0 I~S';l

.. lS@ 1,,000 Sl.. 510 52 ..619 .. 0 Ilo..4t - .. 0 161,,1 ,,008
"lSi 1,,000 11,,800 1118,,95l 53,,1115 ,,0 8111,,6 - .. 0 Ill.. I .. 008

60..0 "lSIll 1,,000 9l,,~lO 93"Ol"t !ii3,,863 ,,0 1ll00,,1 -,,0 818..9 ,,008
oli>S.. Ql .. "Sill ]',,000 94t .. lOO

1.. 0110 9S" 100
1..000 96,,260

IilO"O "lSIil 1,,000 96,,4I>SO 63,,110
90..0 .. lSI 1..000 'ii6,,290 1il>1 ..~00
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'SUJ ..13 OMAiSl:ti'! RIf ..480 s.. Oi'! 1i2S04

.. 871

140.0

..00

UNG COVEIUGIE

UliEiG»

l

2.. 1'111

.1110

.010
1.3

1..000

.. 516

COOIES. 1.2"::Ul..~.S.6,,,.8" 1.. 0. 1.. 0. 0.0. 1.. 0. 1 .. 0. 10,0. 0 .. 0. «hO.
CtDES. 9.10.11.3.12,,13.14" 0 .. 0. 0 .. 0. S ..O. 3 ..0. 0 .. 0. 0 .. 0. 0 .. 0.
REW~OlOS NU~leR" 480.. 0
IfffeCTlve REfRACTIVE iNDiCeS AND 'OROSITIES,
Ty,e 1 FUIII 1.. 1!l80 0 .. 0000 I .649
Type 1 fILM 1.562 0.0000 I .. 816
nPE I HYDRATE 1 ..4QO 0 .. 0000 I 0960
S/E((NUiliY (iJiYSfAU 1..623 0.0000 I ..412
iIlOliGHIIlESS 1..996 I 0 .. 000
~U'l!Ieill Of SEtONlJARY S .31oh09
CRYSTAL .. RATE Of sec.. CRYSTALS iMA/SQti'!».
CIII.YSTAl .. RAIE Of IV'El flli'l i"A/SQCM~. ..013
SU'ERSAtURATiON ~f IuhS. 1.10 .l[ME TO ~[AtHiS!

INITIAL alSSOlUTION CURRENT iMA/SQCM» ..0052
lI~ES. lJHSEI OF SEC.. CRYS1AlSiS!EC» 11 ..0 "l.. COIllSIANT IS)
il~f 10 COi'l'lfJE 'AlCH COVERAGE 112 .. 3
lI'E 10 ~[ACH OO"ACJ filM I 33 ..0 S
'fACK s ]] .. 0 TUiSS" 132.. 3
tE~WO~ATiOH RATE iMA/SQCM» .. 1]0
EffECliVE fILM CU~~ENliMA/SQCM)

CUR~E~T fRACTION f(RMING ROUGHNESS
fi~Al THICKNESS Of ROUGHNESS
~llJT~ TO tflGHT OF SfC. CRYSTALS.
INITIAL 'AICH COVERAGE .. 611
fI~Al POROSiTY Of rw'E I fILM
'ASSI\AJiON lIME 700.00
AVE .. tiSlANCf IETWEEN E~'$ AND I~EORY

UffIUI'IEIU" THEORY THlltIUliESSf5U»
l'U1UlI» UI'IAlSiQOU VGllS DEl PSi DEl PSI nffl rYflEll IF» T'fI'HUH SECONDAIlY tO\l

0$0 .. 130 1 ..000 1l0$910 :U ..010 80.909 31.010 0.(1 (1.(1 0..0 0 .. 0 o.coo
1($0 .1310 1.000 18.040 3'11 .. 660 11.'51'11 ll .. 91'5 4'5 .. 9 0.. 0 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. OOQ
20.0 .. 1)0 .OM 71. lOll :U': ..110 19.611 34.5n 45.'> 3il1'S .. ) .2 511.9 .ou
le.. o .. 130 11 .. 000 111 .. 110 31..860 18 ..0"112 l6.115 9 600 .. 5 .. 4 603.10 .1l11
4£:.. 0 .130 1,,000 80.140 3l9.. !lIllli 19.. 061 3\6 .. 569 .9 1136.6 .. 6 61th"; .0113
50..0 .. 130 1 .. 000 8'11.110 4ll .. 3150 Ill .. 791 38.665 45.9 10ll.1l .9 648.2 .0110
60.0 .. 130 1.. 000 1Il1l.. 11l0 Io).. 11l0 81.11"'6 H.M2 45 .. 9 116"'.. 6 1.. 661 .. 2 ,,(US
10.. 0 "uo 1$000 9J.. 630 44',.1l50 'liS .. 4"'4 "'5.UIl 45.9 ll61l.2 11 .. ] 683.1 .. 016
8(1.0 .. no 11.000 10'11 .. 550 41 ..110 1106.403 4111 .. 129 45.'9 Ins ... 105 691$ e .. e11
90 ..0 ilO 1.. 000 H6.. 1060 4'11.. 0'lf0 118.,112 49,,5ll 45 .. 9 1380,,6 1.1 109,,6 .. 011

100..0 $1130 11.000 121.. 310 Ioe;; ..1l0 UJ.1!:8 49 .. 186 45.~ 1399 .. 1 1.9 119 .. 2 0011l
Ull.O 130 1 ..000 130.. 3"'0 50.. 130 130.041 4111.859 45.9 1.401.0 2.0 121 .. 1 .. OilS
106 ..0 .. 1130 1.. 000 133.. 910 51i'l,,0 10 1311.931 'llliII.1061 '115.9 14002 3 2.0 124$0 $OU~

-I -I -I -I
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PtlU8 .052"'1I'11S'1(;M fREE (;CI\VEcT It\l 5. OM h2SiJ,*

.881

1... 0

.Vi2

.032

.()l:)

1.2
1.000

.257

(G~~S 1.2,3~.4.5.t.7.B. 1.0. 1.C. 0.0, 1.C. .0. 1.0. j.O. D.O.
(Ou~S 9,10.11,3,12.13. = 0.0. C.O, 5.0. 3.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
RE $ I\UMbEk • -1.
ff 11/£ K~fkALTI\lE INUIC:S A~O PORCSITI~S.

ltPE L FiLM 1.880 0.0000 I .200
lYPE 1 fIL~ 1.15 O.OOOC I .70C
lYf£ 1 hYCRATE 1.368 0.0000 I .984

.31S i).OOOO 1 .111
1. .t4e6 I 0.000

~ll'\llEk :Jf- SEU.,J~OARV SHES} SGCM .35;:<-,)";) lUv,H IN"; ~JI/Ei<l\G,",

(RYST~l. kATE Gf S~C. CRYSTALS IMAJS~CMI. .012
(RYS7AL. RATE Uf TYPE2 fILM IMA/SQCMI. .001
5UPEKSATUKATION OF IGhS. l.la .TI'E TO REICHISI

I I .COIO
• IS.2. f'i'T. CCNSTANT l:)

11M£ TO CCMYL~Tt P4TCH COvzRAGF. 207.9
11'[ TL KEACh C0MPACT fILM I lCO.C S
lPAC~ = 100.0 TDISS = 207.9
[E~YLRATIGN RATE IMA}5QCMI .028

~v"n,-", I MA/Sd;;CM I
f

flhAL IHICKNESS uf RCUG~NESS

~luTH T0 HiIGHT OF SiC. CRYSTALS.
INITIAL PATCH COVERA~f .418
flhAl f'J~OSITV Of lYPE 1 fIl'

ANI:: THEORY 2.519 IDE,,1

=~PE II"SNT TrliECRY THICKNESSES Ud
HMEIS I I DEL 51 DEL PSI TYP[2 HPl:UFffi HPHHU SECONDillRlf 0011'

J.) :l ::l.J 0.0
Hl.O JJ . ;, -.0
20.0 .052 1.000 73.360 37.660 76.:l28 JJ5.543 .0 72." - 0 .022
jO.J .05.2: 1.000 12.540 3S.311) 75.'1"94 :l5.192 .0 d. -.0 1135,,2 .024
50.0 .052 .000 13.330 J9.400 14.j~ j6.51'S .0 21". -.0 SIll", S .OZ9
<30",) .(;52 lsaoc 5.510 40.740 74. i.\i 4 :l8."09 .0 l7~.~ -.0 1017.6 ",036

2 .. St.5 -.0 1 1
.l:i () \1"'•• 34 " -.0 1 7

160.0 .052 1.0ao 8'>" 680 42.990 89",II1S,J <:"3. :4"'r 0 <:,,4 ~ -.0 112.6
210. .052 .000 94.210 42.980 92.it2 '1>2.222 0 " -.0 HS1", .3 .049
24(.) .052 l~OCO 98.610 42.450 101." .. 1 '1"2.980 00 l16.~ -. 1254",S .055
210.0 .052 1.000 Ull ",830 42.050

38,,010
34.61C



PBU8 • C5 2M AI sec,., FREE CONVECTICN 5.0101 H2S04

!-'
V1
0.:

•

95r
____ L _

I

!

14.()-

.Ol

(DEGI3.320

.033

.010
1.7
1.000

.524
.680

COCES. 1.2.3A,4.5.6.7.& = 1.0, 1.0. C.O, 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 3.0. 0.0.
CCDES. ~.10.11,~,12.~3,1~ = 0.0. 1.0. 5.0. 3.0. 0.0. 0.0, 2.0. I

REYt-elDS f\UM8ER = -1.0 - ----
EffECTIVE REFRACTIVE If\DICES AND POROSITIES,
TYPE 2 fILM 1.88C C.OOOJ I .2CO
TYFE 1 FILM 1.647 J.OOOJ 1 .2:0
1YFF L HYCRATE 1.4.>u J.DDO) I .geO
SECCN£Af<Y C~YST~LS 1.771 O.OCOO! .200
FCUG~f\ESS 1.£27 -j~6486 I C.OOO
t-U~BEF Cf SEC(NC~RY ~ITES/SC~M .9~E+09 LIMITING COVERAGE
CRYSTAL. RATE Of SEC. CRYSTALS IMA/SQCMI. .003
CRYSTAL. RATE Uf TVPc2 FILM I~A/SCCMI. .016
SLPERS~TURATlef\ OF ILI\S. 1.10 .TIME Te REACH(S)
INITIAL CISSOLUTICN vURi<ENT (",A/SCCMI .0010
TI~ES. GNSET OF SFC. CRYSTALSISECl .2 PPT. CONSTANT (SI
TI~t TC CCMPLETE PATCH CCVERAGE 432.5
lI~E TC REACH (C~PACr FIL~ I 210.0 S
TPACK = 21J.0 TJISS = 432.5
DE~VIJFAT IGN KATE ("AlSCU"I .02~

EffECTIVE fIL~ CUf<AE~T(~A/S'CMI 
CLRREf\T fRACTICf\ fCRAING RCUGHNESS
fIf\AL ThICKf\ESS CF R~LGHNESS

wJC1~ TO ~EIGHT Of SEC. CRYSTALS,
If\ITltL FATCH CQVEA~f .~18

FI~AL FCRGSITY OF TYPE 1 FIL~

~CLE FFACTIC~ METAL 11\ PATCHES
PAS~I~ATIC~ TI~E 500.JO
AVE. (ISTANCE ElT~EE~ EXP. ANC THECRY

EXPERIMENT HEGRY TH ICKNESSES I A)
THo'EIS) II'lA/seCM) 'JeLTS DEL PSI DEL PSI TYPE2 TYPEliF & TYPEHH) seCONDARY CO\l

C.O .052 1.)0,) 7a.ssc 34.270 78.850 34-.-H (}--- ---- -G-.-<l - ·S.. I)-- - 0.0 G.O -'l.()(I()
3C.0 .052 1.(;0,) 72.540 38.370 78.el5 38.653 .0 7.3 -.0 616.e .043

240.0 .052 1.00,) <;8.f.10 42.450 <;5.<;91 41.152 .0 332.1 -.c 1039.4 .102
2 7C. 0 .052 1.COO 107.83G 42.050 109.500 40.703 .0 402.3 -.0 1102.5 .114
2SC.C .052 1.00) 117.(;OC 4(.9(;0 11S.810 39.945 .0 440.7 -.0 1142 ..0 .123
300.0 .G5l 1.000 122.580 40.230 125.512 39.419 .0 401.2 -.0 1161.1 .127
32C.O • C5 2 1. JOO 137.120 38.070 136.474 38.3-53----,------ .iT-- 496.1 --.0 119(,.-2 . - .135
340.c) .052 1.CO) 151.470 34.810 147.479 37.285 .0 534.8 -.0 1228.5 .142

-1 -1 -I -I -I
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P314~ JPENC~RCUIT F~iE CONvECriOS 5M ACIo

~

~

.330

3. O. ~.D.

O. O.

10.0

• C7-

• 02~
1.000

.400

1.0. 1.0, -0.0-, -1~0. 1.0. 100.
0.0. O.C. 5.0. 3.e. 0.0. O.Q,

---- ---:;0-010'5-.-1,2 '3T'-4;'-.6' 7.8=
~i.iDES, 9.1,l,ll.:,12,L:,14 =
~EVNJLD5 NUM8EK = -1.0
EFFECiIVE ~EF~~CT~~E lNDICE~ ~ND FD~O~!rlES,

iYPE 2 FILM 1.8;J ~.1I~00! .250
jYPE 1 F:LH 1.6':u 0.0,00 I .600

------TY?Ci-ff'(C~':~rr--I.JBj - - a. oCoC! 1.ll00-
SECOhOAQ CRv;:TAL'; 1. c64 O.OJOO! .397
~O~G~~ESS 2.290 '4.0311 I 0.000
SUM3E~ OF ~ECCNDA~Y SI~ES/SQCM .50E.09 LIMITING CCVERAGE
C~'~TI~. ~ITE OF SEC. CCYST~LS (~~/SQ:~I, .026
CR'SlAi.. RATE OF 7YPE~ Fl_H (MA/SQC'11, .013
-SUPE?:i 1l1U~ IIn c~r -cr rON'S. i.ie'TIRET0'( Ell ~li cs-)
INl7:IL aIS'::Oi.UTI)N CWkLH;r IMV:';QC~1 .0010
rIMES. O~SEr OF SEC. C~YSTALS(SECI .2 PPT. CCNSTANT (SI
TIME 70 ~O'1PLETE PArc~ CCVE~AGE 60.0
~IME 7J :E~CH CJM?l(T F~L~! 100.0 ~

TPACK = IJO.O iDISS = 60.0
--JEHY!J':U\TImr-p.lIIT -rMII75OC"J-- --.-lr27-

EFFECi;VE F:L~ CUR~EN: (MI/SQC~I

WIDTk 10 HEIGhT OF SEC. CRYSTALS.
INITIA~ CATCH CCVERAGE .702
FI~H. PO;;OSIiY CF j,FE. ]: F!LI1
~ASSI~AT:ON TIME 7eu.oo

------- ---1I11E.- ::r;-s:lrnCF-grrlffDfc:G.-1lIHr---,1'ft:HY------looW-- rDFGl----- -----

0.0 .027 1.000 86.6&C 31.190 66.559 31.130--,;,ra,------ -;-077 - --r-;n-:r-- -79";~I1----_n-;~-- --!1r.~l'-D" ---:n.~_Z3'---

20.0 .027 1.COO 77.420 34.58C 80.2ge 34 0 666
30.0 .027 1.aco 73.62C 35.960 80.8(5 3S.446
40.0 .027 1.000 80.42C 36.560 81.756 36.210
50.0 0027 1.000 82.100 37.200 83.034 36.878
CO.O .027 1.COO 84.830 37.680 ~4.53& 37.362

--su;u--------- --.-0 zT-----r-.lJuu-------a-rO!l"Oll--~lTlr-------87.~------'78;tre9
100.0 .027 1.000 94.220 35.340 92.027 38.678
12il.0 .027 1.000 97.400 39.000 96.845 39.233
1 ..0.0 .00 1.JuO 104.780 39.110 102.2(7 39.H2
IM.O .027 1.0110 l07.30ll 39.000 108.Z~9 40.204
180.0 .027 1.000 113.3100 38.840 :11 1•• 818 40.610-----------------zzu-.-v-------- -.u-2f-I~lJVO----l"21r.'Srr-----:ro;z1iU'-- ---- ---- - ----- -- - - -- -- ---
260.u .027 1.00il 127.670 35.'840
300.0 .027 1.000 133.630 34.040
340.0 .OC7 1.GOO 142.970 31.400
380.0 .~c7 1;000 149.730 28.3'80
420. a • a 27 1.0 l.il 156.680 24.390

------------- ---7+-a-c-.ll-----;trZ7------r~lr1JU----_roo~----zu-;l>lfU-------------

THICf(~IESSES(III
T'P~2 TYPE1(FITI:1E (:;; I :i: 1:'1 AI SQGi'11

EXPERI..,::t.oT
VOLTS DEL. P5I

T~EORY

DEL PSI

0.0
-"0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.-Ir-
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

0.0
c.e 
0.0
0.0
O. C
O. C
o. c
c. c
0.0
o. ()
o. c
0.0
0.0

V'Y~EIH' I SECCWCARY COY

0-. a 0.0 O.IlOO
-00 911.;; • C101
-.0 1011 0 4 .051
-.0 lC81.9 .O5ll
-.0 usa .c .064
-.0 11E2.6 .067
-.0 1 c211.1 .C74
-.0 1.80.1 • C8Z
-.0 l!ES.O .l!93
-.0 1440.5 .104
-.0 1S08.8 .114
-.0 1571.5 .123
-.0 H29.S .133



P~143 CPEN CIRCUlI FREE CONV~CTION 5M ACiD

l-'
0'\o

.930

15."0

015

lDEGI6.108

• u14

.wo
L2 0 4

1.,JeW

PCRCSITIES.
0250
.011

.990
.552

.125

~OJES. 1,l.3A,4,5,6,1,o = leV' l@u. O~v l~O, leO, 1~0, 3GU' O~O,

CJJES, 9,lO,1~.3,1,.13,14= 0.0, ~.u, 5.0. 3.0, 000, VeV. 0.0.
R~tNOlJS ~u~BER = 420.0
CfFcCTl~E R~fRACTIVE INUltES ANU
TYPE i FILM 1.&6~ 0.0000 I
TVPE & FILM 1.31d 0.0000 I
TVPi ! HYJkAIE 1.J85 UoGOCO I
S~C(NvAR~ CR¥SIAL~ 1.579 0.0000
ROUGH~~~S lo016 -~081Hl I ~301

NJMdER UF SECJNDARV SITES/SQCM 014~~OS L lING COv~RAGE

CRVSTAL. ~ATE OF SiC. CRYSTALS IMA/SQ~MI. •
CRYSIAL. RAJE Of TYPc~ FILM I~A/SCC~I, .004
~UPER~AT0khTION Of IJN~. 1.10 ,TIME TU REACrll~1

INITIAL vI ~URRENT I~~/~CLMI .0052
TIMES. CRYSTALSISECI.L PPT. CONSTANT 151
lIME TO CGMPLEIE ~AICH COVERAbE 60.0
TIME 10 R=~~H ~UMPALT FIl~ I luu00 S
rPAC~ = luO.0 TJISS = 60.0
UEHVORATION RATE IMA/S~CMI .O~7

EfF=CllvE fILM CUPRE~ IMA/S~CMI

POROSITY OF ROUGH LAtER .301
~URRENT FRALTICN fGRMI~G ROUG~hESS

FINAL THICKNESS OF RuUGHNESS
~IDlrl 10 hEIGMT Of SECe CRYSTALS.
INIIIAL PAICH COVERAGE .6S1
FINAL fJ~CSITY OF TyPE I fiLM
PASSIVATIC~ TIME 100.vv
AVE. UI~JA~CE 8ET~EEN EXP. A~J ThECRY

i::xPERIM;::NT THEORY THI<;,KNESSESIAI
fH'Icbl II MAl S;JCI" VOU;., iJ2L P~I i.;~L PSI TVPE2 1'I'Pcl Fl TYPfllHI SECONDARY cali

<J01J e049 1.@J0" 8c.8cu 31.190 85@312 31.355 G@O 0.0 O,,() 0.0 0.000
LL",.J o 02\. '; 1.,,)110 12';;.510 .jb@L4U 1 ..J.9Li ::>5.1.:1>8 <$0 0.0 -.0 2211.9 .;)12
L6u.J .,H9 1.J,JO Ul. e1C 35.840 L.0.908 35.490 .0 7.4 -.0 23'90.1 .019
3JJ.O • C14 1.000 D3.c30 34.040 Da0052 35. Ull GO 13.0 -.0 250':>.8 .086
..;ll4,J@!,.J • J19 !sJvv A4,i<lll<S7~ .0,1.400 144.89" .:1>4.295 .0 le.1 -.0 26U.I .094
..du.,J .,,19 1.JuO 149013(; 28.380 150.94& 3 ..h356 ,,0 HI.3 -.0 213().6 .103
42.;J.O • ,,1 '} le;.JOJ 58.6&0 l4.390 155.624 32.261 .0 18.4 -.0 2841" 1 .111
'''<:iO.J • 019 1• ..,00 166.0SC 2(;.680 i59.257 30.553 '.DO HI.6 -.0 2992.2 ~123

-I -I -I -I -I
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pel44 .c~ 7,~~ SCC~ ,,<::=480 1.3,v, H2S04

.950

10.0

.02

lDEGI1.358

.036
i.JCO

PCiH.,S TIES.
.2 ::0
.250

.917
.300

.8~5

ceDES? 1,2.,:1 .,4,59'C9i,6:::: 1 0 J, 100., 0,,0, 111>0, 100 9 IGOw 31& IJ JQ09
CGDES, <:.,lQ,l1939129!.3wl·i" = Jo0 9 000,,; 5o<')\ll 3@09 Olll;)., OQO'lf Je09
hEYNCLDS ~UMB[R = .80.0
FHECTlV[ xCFRACT1VE l,dICES A'JI)

TYPE 2 FICN 1.RSO O.OJJJ I
TYPE 1 FIC 1.472 J.JUOO I
TYPE HY[RATE 1.3,4 G.J):)O I
SECCNCAhY CRYSTALS 1.71c O.OJOO
f'CUGl-1r;;:sS I.C02 -"'01.7.>3 I O,OJO
~U~CEr CF SFCC~[ARY ~lrES/SQC~ .88E.09 L!MITl~G COVERAGE
UYSL\L. HE: Of' SU.• ""VST1,LS IM;V::;:JCMI, .007
C"YSTI\L. P~H: OF rPe 2 f' lM I >\.\1 50C'0 , .0lD
'SLPEPSHURHICN UF Iv I,;" I. T~E TO REACHlSI
11\171;'L 0 SSOlUT G'l ~J,,,":b,T i M,/S00" .0052
TI~ES. C~SET Of SFC. C~YSTAlSISErl 4.0 PPT. CCNSTANT IS
:II'F "If' CC"PlETC P~Lrl CJVER~GE 43.t
TI"'E Tel ~EACH (("PAC, fIl;~ I iODon S
HACI< = iOO.O TJ bS = 43.6
DEHYDFA1i(f~ RATE Ii"iV :>",C~l .OJ?
EffEC: VE FI ~ CUERE,1i ~i\/S~CMI

" DTf-l 1U I-EIGf<T OF Sc C. CRYSTALS
II\IlIAl PATCH COVER"", E .::18'1
F lI"Al f"JF.LS TV (11' TY' E F M
PASSl~~TluN TIME 7vJ.OO
AVE. CISTA~CF BETWEE. eX? ANJ THEORY

EXPCRlf>1Hn IhEOf;V IHICKNESSEStAl
TiMElSl I I "lil/SGC"i1 \lll1S DEL PS DEL PS TYPE2 TYPEU F PIE 1 HI SECONDARY cov

eGo $ C52 i.OOO 71.390 37.140 71.389 31.7'10 J.O 0.0 0",0 0" (1 o. COO
1000 0052 io 000 700780 38.510 720 089 38.7£'8 . o 0 -.0 88<;.9 .(no
20.) .052 I.JOJ 72.5S0 3<;.16.0 73 OU 40.244 a 44.0 -.0 920.4 ",075
25.0 .0:;2 00:JO 75.500 1,0.400 75.06"'- 41. ao '" a 510 <; -00 88<;",6 .:no
3(. ,') o O~j 2 10 JOO 780 6eo 41.040 78.237 4 .644 .J '59.7 -.0 851 1 .064
3:;<1>1 .J 52 1.OJ) 82.5JO 41.200 82.198 41.536 .0 70.7 -",0 SiloS ",05R
ITO@J 0052 i.OOO 85.820 4i.300 86",216 400 662 00 39.3 -",0 714(1~ 0053
4:: 0 J ~ C52 i.000 27.800 41.380 88.",86 3".691 00 18 <; - 0 156 "7 .050
3v o J .052 i.OOO 0:).620 410450 89.727 390 833 .0 139.5 -.0 178.<; .053
tC@G .052 1.(0) 930820 .. 00340 910657 40. 108 00 180 0 3 -",0 {) 060
7 (,. 'J .052 .'00) S2.820 3 S. a flO <;4.228 40.374 .0 218c<S -.0 .2 .066
RC.J .052 1.000 '!2.330 38.260

II 0.0 .052 io aDa 96.620 310 010
12 C. 0 .J52 i.)OO 10).610 35.950
140.0 @J52 1.000 106 790 34.150
15C.0 G O~ 2 1.00J 112.770 31.97el
160.) .052 1. eel) 1 7 0 560 27.400



Pb14~ oC511MA/S~CM RE=480 1.3M rllSJ4

.950

1... 0

.J2

I DEGI

.0,<-9
.990

.800

4.164

.04<1

CCuES, l,2,3A,4,5,/),1,i:I = lory, 10Cl, GeO, 100, 100, lea' .:>.J, 0.0,
CJO~S 9 10,11,3,12,13,14· C.J, C.O 11.0, 3.0, Jo~ JoJ, J.U,
~EYhOLJS hJMclEk = 48000
EffECTIvE kEfKACTlvE INDIC~S 4~O PCRCSITICS,
TYPE 2 fILM 3e419 -1.0113 1 .25C
~(h-STUl(HILMETKY N 3.479" -1.011
TYP~ 1 FILM 1.71b -.21~3 I
TYPl A hYDKATE 1.355 0.0000 1
~ECCN~AkY CRYSTALS 1.704 -.2141
RGuGrlNl::SS 1.113 -1.<>145 I .491
~UM3E~ Of SECUNlARY SITES/SQC~ .42=+09 ll~ITIN~ ~j~SkA~~

CRYSTAL. RATE OF SEC. CRYSTALS I~A/S~CHI, .025
CRYSTAL. RAT~ Of TYPEZ f1L~ IH~/S~C~I, .005
S~P~~SAT0RAT10N OF IC~S. 1.1J ,TIME TO REAt~ISI

INITIAL J1SSLLOTIO~ CURRENT IMA/S~CM .Ju52
TIMES, LNSET Of SEC. CkVSTALSISECI 4.0 PPT. CChSTANT .~!

TIME TO REAtH CO~PACT FILM I 80.0 S
TIHE fOR INITIAL NON-STOICrlIC~=TRV 80.00
11~E Tu CCMPLETE PATCH C(~~RAuE 251.1
TPAC~ = 8J.0 TOISS = 2~1.1

CEH¥ORATICN RATE IMA/SQCM! .052
EFFECTIvE fILM CJRRENTIMA/SQCMI
fORLS1TY Of ROuGH LA¥ER .491
(L~RENT FRACTIuN fCR~IhG R(UGH~~SS- .199
fiNAL Trl1CKN~SS Of ROUGHNESS 122.9
IiIWTH TJ Hi::1uHT OF SEC. CRYSTALS. 1.000
INITIAL COVERAGE OF PATCHES 006
fINAL POROSITY Uf T¥PE I fILM .aoe
'CLE fRACTION METAL 1N PATCHES .101
fASSlwATIJN TIM[ 700.00
.w~. DISTANCE D~T ~EN ~XP. A~U THECR¥

EX P'OR IM'ONT T,~::OR¥ THHKNCS;:,ESlAj
lIMEIS! I I ,'IAI ;>../£-,'1 i \lOlTS DEL PSI DEl 1'.)1 T¥PI;2 TIPi:llFb nPEIIHI SECONDARlI CO\l'

J • ,b2 1.0aO 71.3\10 31.140 11.;)<11 .0 iJ.:J 0.0 .0 .000
40.J .052 1.000 8'>.820 ~1.300 80• .>.:>0 .0 ;P.J -.0 1184.9 .134
10. :) .0:JI2 1.000 -92.820 J'.I.080 90 .... "8 .0 Y.J -.0 2161.9 .191
dJ.1l .052 1. JOO 92.830 38.260 94•.H2 .0 J.J -.0 2262.2 ,,215

110.) .052 1.000 90.620 31.;)10 103.H,9 .0 Y. J -.0 2519.6 "2,,,71
120.0 .(b2 1.000 10C.1>1:.1 35.950 105 .... ,13 .0 Y.", -.0 2594" 1 ",2liJ3
140.0 .0:02 1.000 106.790 34.1;'0 109. A G1 .0 J • -.0 2133.0 .314
150.0 • 0;'2 1.000 112.110 31.910 110• ..>H, .0 w. J -.0 l.7!91.2 .329
10,). ,j .(.;j2 I.UOll 111.51.>0 21.'i-OU 111 .... ..10 .0 J.J -.0 2858.6 ,,344

-I -J: -1 -I -I

+
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Pd147 .258MA/SQ~~ ~E=43C 1.3M

.920

14.0

.DO

IDEGI.11510

.229
1. (10',

FO'<.'JSIT!o3 •
• 350
.13913

.'lel6
•.Hi4

.634

COGES, 1,2,3~ 4,5.0,7,8 = 1.0, 1.0, D.G, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 0.0.
:::ODES, '3,10,11,3,12,1:3014 = G.D. ".0, 5.0. 3.0, ,).0, 0.0, t.O,
~EYNQLJS NUM3ER = 450.0
"FfEerl/i:: i-,i::F,-~CT:I/=: jI\iO:;l';ES UD
TYPE 2 F!L~ 1.oiG O.U~OD I
jYPE 1 F!~M 1.52& v,DCJD I
rYPE 1 HY:~~TE 1.255 O.ODOO I
~fCCNOA~Y CRYSTAL~ 1.714 C.CG~O I
~UUG~~ESS 1.12£ -3.u554 I D.SDO
~UHaE~ 0F SECCN:~~Y S!TES/5QC~ .31E.03 LI"I~ING CCVER'GE
:::~Y~1A~. ~ATE OF S~C. C~YSfA_S I~A/SQ:::MI, .Dij1
:::il.YS1AI.. ;:;ATE OF -Y;:;:2 fI~~ IMA/c;CC'l , .007
SUPE~SlTU;a7~J~ OF IO~S, 1.10 .TIME ~o ~ElCHISI

IrH"IAL uISSOLUTI[,~ ClH.;;[lI.i I:-lA/SO::MI • (H118
rlHES, 0':5£7 (,F SE'::, ,:;':;YSTAlSISECI 4.G »PT. 001':>'1\11I1 lSI
rIME 7) COH~lEiE ~~!C~ C~VERaGE 44.S
r~HE ,0 ~tACH CCHPACT FI~M ! 33.0 S
fPACK = ~3.D T0153 = 44.8
OEHYD~lTIDN RarE I~l/!QC~I .249
EfFECTIVE FI1.M CU"~E;~-;- P~Il/SQCl'l1

NIDTH ;0 HELG~T JF SEC. C~Y5TILS.

INITI~L c~TCH COVE~~GE .695
FI~IL ~O JSITY CF TyPE r FILM
PASSIVAl C~ TIME lCC.CJ
~\IE. DIS ~NCE SE'fwEi;;t~ EXP. ~ND ~HEO;;;Y

EX"'EUM::Nf il-EO"Y THICK~ESSESIII I
TIME 151 :rUU/;::QC>lI </lJi.TS DE~ PSI DEI. PSI TYPE2 f11PElll"l 'fV"E:lHIl SECCNtai/Y CO\l

£l.O .25i: 1.uil E9. 990 36.690 69.<;79 36.6'>@ O.@ o. il 1:. Il Il.ll 1l.l:iHl
5.G .25" 1.JCo E'5. 00 G .:IE.SOl! 68.1Ell 31.231 .Il 261.1, :'9.8 15'5.7 .01l1

HI.D .25E :I.JOO 67.171l H.19lJ 6&.1191 1~.0 91 .J 662.1 16 'E. 4 11S1.5 .Ui
15.G \lJ L5 E 1.000 63.2011 "'". lOll 1!102~!l 39.268 • C 884.7 21HI.7 1'HI.6 .n
20.0 .25e 1.GaO 73.360 41.1all 730:1 :14 40.8114 .0 :Ill 22. e 396.0 159.1 .Ul
25.0 .2Si: .1 $1: CH) n. 80 0 "'3.100 11.149 42.6<:6 .() 1ll96.1 511.4 15~.8 .111:11
30.(1 .251 1. GO 0 lIZ.IHO 43.990 803.252 44.099 .0 H24.1 626 • ., 1513.1 .tll 1
3S.·~ .25e lQ~GtJ 81.82~ 44.900 "3lhll::l6 44.661 .~ 1120.4 ''''2.1 15E.8 .l:1!1
4".il .25~ 1.:;Oil 91.511:1 44';"611 9l!.161 44.51B' .!l 1094. is !!57. :5 1""'.1 .110
45.\) .25'1 1.1100 94.60 (J 44.
5J.G .256 1.000 35.6ll0 43.64(l
55.0 .2:53 1.CllO 97.&00 42.65::;
6C ad; .2' 5::l 1.11 G() 99.590 42.040
65, (J .253 1. II 0 (J lJ1.600 41. SIl ..
10.0 .25'1 1.0 GO Hl2.38G ~.. /i.i .G!illl
15. G .2' Sci 1.0 \)() 105.40a 41.100
l!iJ.1J .25<1 1.iJ(JJ D7.960 41.390
85.0 .253 1.000 112.100 41.200
90.0 ,250 1. (; \)0 117.510 4\).,')60
95 0 .258 1.003 122.500 40.170

100.0 .253 1.0ill} 129.640 :n.l>1l0
llJ50C .253 1. I} 0 0 136.lJOIl 31l.9iJO

+
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f8148 OPEN tiRe J RE-480 1.3M

CCDES. 1.2.3A.4,~,b.1.8· 1.0. 1.0. 0.0. 1.0. 1.0. I.C. 3.0. 0.0.
tDDES. 9 10.1 .3,12,13.14 - 0.0. C.O. 0.0. 3.0. D.O. o.v. D.O.
~EYNOluS NUMBER - 480.0
EffECJIVE ~EFRAtJIVE I~DICES A~O PC~(SlTIES.

lYP[ 2 fILM I.BBC C.COOO I .250
lYPE 1 filM 1.488 0.0000 1 .140
llPE 1 HYDRATE 1.354 0.0000 I .993
~ECCNCARY tRYSTAlS 1.443 c.ooce I .800
fDlGHNESS 1.b64 -3.1530 I 0.000
~UK8ER Of SE~DNOARY SITES/S'CM .41E+09 lI~ITI~G tCV[RAG~ .930
(~YSTAl. RATE Of SEC. CRYSTALS (MA/SQCM • .023
(~YS1Al. RATE wi T¥PE2 fIl~ (MA/S~'M). .00j
SUPEkSATURAilON Of IONS. 1.1~ .Tl~f TO REACH(S) .02
IhiTIAl DISSOLUTION CURRENT 1~4/SQC~) .0018
lIMES. ONSET Of SEt. tRYSTAlSISECj .2 PPT. tCNST~NT IS 10.0
lPACK a 100.0 TDISS 2 22.0
[fHlDRATluN RATE (MA/S~C~1 .049
fffECIIVE fILM CuRRENlIMA/S~CM) .048
~ICTH TO HEI~HT Jf SEC. CRYSTALS. 1.000
fASSI~ATICN TIME 100.00
I~E. CISTANCE 8ETwEEN E~P. ANC THECR¥ 1.228 (OEG)

EXPEfIMENT ThEOI,Y TiiICKNE SSE SI AI
lIME (51 I MAl S""C ,'I) ~OlTS uft PSI DH PSI TYPE2 TVPEHfl iYPEUHI SECONOAU to if

0.0 .05" 1.JOO 81.630 34.150 iH .tll9 34.150 0.0 C.t 0.0 o.e 0.1)(10
5.0 .050 1.000 81.COO 34.10«; 80.821 35.291 .0 0.0 -.0 89KhZ .tl3l8

10.0 <> OSO 1.000 80.220 35>.05>0 81.114 35>.021 .0 11",0 -.0 1016.5 .048
15.0 .C5v 1.0OC al.10J 35.300 111",962 35.951 .0 28.6 -.0 llioO. .061
20.0 ())O 1",000 82",C31 35",590 82.111 36.241 0 34.2- -.0 1265,,8 ,,01'5
)0.0 • 050 1",000 8b.l00 36.200 as."'lb 36."49 .0 3"'.1 -.0 1489",,,, .1(14
40.v .1.15" oeo 9(",830 36.510 88.691 36.911 .0 35.9 -.0 1660.1 .129
50.0 .OjO 1.C100 93.00::1 36.300 92.365 31.094 .0 36,,9 . -.0 1802",4 .152
(,0.0 .050 1.YOO '>S. 62 J 35>.960 96.31:n 31.200 .0 31,,'9 -.0 1924@8 ,,11,*
10.0 .050 1.000 <;4.8::10 35.000
~iO.O .050 1. eee <;4.030 34.25iC

100.0 .050 .000 'il~.3,)O 33.800
140.0 .(];;'O 1~(]OO 9l.830 33.250
200.0 .05>0 1.0CO S5.430 32.580
250.0 .0:»0 l.OOO <;8.830 2'9.840
210.v .050 1. COO lC2.430 26.810
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